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structure introduces an impurity gradient in the channel

region of the transistor and also makes it possible to re-
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by optimizing the design of the experimental device.
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A MOS-TRANSISTOR WITH A

SUBMICRON, GRADED CHANNEL

I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of the field-effect transistor is a direct

analogy to the thermionic valves, where an electric field

is inserted into the current path of a device to achieve

the modulating function. It is natural that the same idea

is to be applied to semiconductors once they were discov-

ered for their electronic usage. The attempt of field-

effect transistors (FETs) dates back to 1939, when a patent

was filed by Heil in Britain (20). It was followed by

Shockley's work on conductivity modulation by field-effect

in 1948. The first successful field-effect transistor

announced by Shockley in 1953 (46), however, was a junction

type device. Useful insulated-gate field-effect transis-

tors (IGFETs) came into existence only recently, when the

planar technology and semiconductor surface characteris-

tics were established through the progress of bipolar

transistors.

Once the basic technology of a new device is estab-

lished, the demand for improvement follows, and to increase

the high frequency capability of a device is usually the

most challenging task of all during the development phase

of a new device.

It is the objective of this project to investigate the
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structure and behavior of a new MOS-transistor (24), which

promise to solve problems faced by the existing field-

effect devices, and to offer a high-speed MOS-transistor

which can be used at microwave frequency and also has the

maximum utilization of the semiconductor material.

From a survey of the existing field-effect devices,

it is shown that the junction FET with a diffused gate is

slow due to a long channel and a large gate capacitance,

whereas the Schottky-gate FET is not reliable due to the

limited technology in forming the Schottky-junction.

Insulated-gate FETs, in the most popular form -- the

metal-oxide-silicon structure (MOS), -- is widely used in

logic and memory circuits because of its simplicity in

fabrication as well as its high packing density. Indeed,

the insulated-gate FETs represent a big step forward in

field-effect devices, yet the fundamental characteristics

and the technological restriction of the planar MOS struc-

ture place an upper limit on achievement one can expect

from any further development in the planar MOS-transistor.

The existing MOS-structure (it will be referred to as

the planar MOS-structure henceforth) employs a conducting

path which is parallel to the silicon surface, and pene-

trates only a few hundred angstroms from the Surface into

the bulk. The large surface area needed for each unit

current density represents a huge waste of material as

compared with bipolar transistors.
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Since drifting of carriers is responsible for the

current transport in FETs, the speed of a FET is roughly

limited by the transit time of carriers -- the time for

carriers to travel from the source electrode to the drain

electrode. The channel length, the mobility of carriers

and the electric field across the channel all contribute

to the transit time.

The channel length of a planar MOS-transistor is

relatively shorter than that of a junction FET. However,

even at the minimum channel length -- on the order of five

to ten micrometers as limited by the photoengraving tech-

nology, -- the planar MOS-transistor will not be able to

handle signals in excess of a few hundred Megahertz. In

order to increase the speed, a reduction in channel length

at least by an order of magnitude is necessary. The planar

MOS-transistor does not favor a channel length less than

five micrometers even if it is physically feasible. Below

such a limit, the drain-to-source punch-through may occur

at a very low drain potential, which makes the device of

little practical value. In this project, a new MOS-

structure is investigated, which permits the channel length

to be reduced to one-half micrometer, while it is still

possible to operate the transistor at a high drain supply

voltage. It is also important that carriers in the new

device are capable of reaching a velocity which is very

close to the thermal velocity of carriers in the
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semiconductor.

Chapter II gives a description of the physical struc-

ture of the new device and a comparison between the new

device and other existing field-effect devices. Some

apparent features of the new device are also outlined.

A deep look at the theoretical aspects of the new

device is given in Chapter III, where basic surface field-

effect theories and the surface transport mechanism are

reviewed to help bring out salient features of the new

device. The theoretical analysis in this chapter focuses

its attention on the influence of the impurity gradient in

the MOS-channel, such as the effect on the effective mobil-

ity, the threshold voltage, the drain saturation voltage

and the drain saturation resistance.

Several engineering problems regarding the new MOS-

transistor are discussed in Chapter IV. Certain guide-

lines are established for the design and processing of the

new device based on the theoretical analysis given in

Chapter III.

A brief account of fabricating steps developed in

this project is given in Chapter V, where the diffusion

process and the silicon etching technique are the center of

our attention. Experimental data are presented in con-

junction with the theoretical prediction.

Chapter VI gives a discussipn on the result of experi-

mental findings. Suggestions on further research, which
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may promote the performance of the new device as well as

help us to reach a better understanding of the new struc-

ture, are also given. Projections on the application of

the new MOS-transistor are outlined.
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II. THE PHYSICAL STRUCTURE OF THE NEW MOS-TRANSISTOR

Existing Field-Effect Structures

Field-effect transistors can be divided into two cate-

gories according to their principles of operation. The

earlier model operates on the p-n junction theory (46, 8):

The effective conducting path of a uniform semiconductor

rod is modulated by the depletion region of a p-n junction

built into the rod. The basic structure of an n-channel

junction FET is shown in Fig. 1.

Gate junction Gate de le-i-on re ion

Source °

Source ohyrac
contact

0 Drain
Drain ohmic
contact

P4-\ I N

Gate
L

Con du c± n q channel

Fig. 1. The schematic diagram of an n-channel
JFET.

The junction FET is more a junction-type device than

a field-effect device, although the current is carried by

the majority carriers. When the gate junction of the

transistor in Fig. 1 is reverse biased, the depletion

region of the gate junction extends into the bulk of the

rod so as to reduce the effective area of the conducting

path, and the amount of the modulation depends upon the
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amount of the reverse bias applied to the gate electrode.

The second category operates on the principle of a

conductivity modulation by a surface electric field, and

can be subdivided into three types.

(1) The surface-accumulation device employs a prin-

ciple such that the number of majority carriers near the

surface is greatly enhanced by the surface electric field.

(2) The surface-depletion device, on the contrary,

employs a modulating field which depletes majority car-

riers from a region near the semiconductor surface.

(3) The third type employs "minority carriers" to

transport the channel current instead of the majority car-

riers in the previous two. A surface electric field, which

inverts the semiconductor surface, creates a sheet of con-

ducting carriers -- the inversion charges.

All three types use basically the same scheme to set

up the conductivity-modulating field, where a parallel-

plate capacitor is formed by a metal plate over the semi-

conductor surface separated by a layer of insulator -- the

oxide. The electric field between the parallel plates is

varied by varying the voltage applied to the "capacitor."

The first two types of surface field-effect devices

are not very common due to their poor modulating character-

istics and the necessity of isolation provisions and semi-

insulating substrates, whereas the third category -- the

surface-inversion devices, commonly known as MOS devices --
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is the most accepted one due to the self-isolating nature

of the inverted channel surface.

The basic structure for each of three types described

above is shown in Fig. 2, along with the corresponding

surface energy-band diagram.

Limitations of the Existing FET Structures

We shall first list several important limitations of

the existing structure and then keep our attention on the

high frequency behavior of each type of device.

(A) The junction field-effect transistor:

If the junction FET employs a diffused gate, the chan-

nel length of the device is approximately equal to the

length of the diffused gate region. The high temperature

diffusion and the photoengraving processes limit the chan-

nel length to ten to twenty micrometers as a lower limit.

The cutoff frequency of a junction FET can be estimated

by (5):

1 1 a
f = " (-Q.:7 ) (a )

2

o 271 2
(1)

where L is the channel length, a is the thickness of the

channel, a is the conductivity of the channel material, and

E
s

the dielectric constant of the semiconductor. If

numerical values are substituted into Equation 1 for a

practical junction FET, the resulting fo can hardly exceed

10
8 hertz. Schottky gate field-effect transistors can be
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Fig. 2. Three types of surface field-effect transistors
and their corresponding surface band diagrams.
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made with an extremely narrow channel length; however, the

poor junction characteristics of the Schottky barrier re-

stricts the practical use of such a device.

(B) Surface-accumulation and surface-depletion FETs:

The limitations for these two types of majority-car-

rier surface field-effect transistors are as follows:

(1) Both types require isolations to define the bound-

ary of the conducting channel, which complicates the fabri-

cation.

(2) the surface-accumulation field-effect transistor

also suffers from surface scattering, which reduces the

effective mobility. Moreover, to achieve high modulation

of the channel conductivity, a near-intrinsic semiconductor

must be used as the starting material. It is rather dif-

ficult to preserve this intrinsic layer during the high

temperature and high concentration diffusion which must be

used to complete the device.

(3) The minimum channel length of both types are

limited by the masking capability to the order of five

micrometers or more for good resolution and reproducibility.

(4) Both types of devices are normally-on type de-

vices, which are not suitable for certain switching appli-

cations and logic circuits.

(C) The surface-inversion field-effect transistors:

The surface-inversion field-effect transistor, com-

monly referred to as the MOS-transistor or IGFET, is a
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device with the self-isolating characteristics.

(1) Source and drain junctions are necessary for this

type of device. The channel length, which is defined by

source and drain boundaries, is restricted by the photo-

lithographic capability and the side-diffusion effect to a

minimum length of five micrometers or above.

(2) The channel length of a planar MOS-transistor is

again limited by the channel-modulation effect of the drain

junction. Since the drain impurity concentration is higher

than that of the channel bulk, the depletion region of the

drain junction extends mostly into the channel and reduces

the effective channel length. If the channel doping of a

device is low and the signal swing on its drain electrode

is high, it is necessary to have a large channel length so

that the channel will not be punched through at the maxi-

mum signal.

(3) If a device has a short channel length, the modu-

lation of the channel length tends to reduce the output

impedance of the device, which reduces the available volt-

age gain.

(4) If a large transconductance is needed for certain

applications of the MOS-transistor, one must extend the

width of the channel in the form of a "maze" structure.

To maintain the length of the channel uniformly throughout

the range of the entire maze structure is a challenge even

to the well established planar technology today. Both
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reproducibility and yield drop with such an ultimate

design.

(5) Surface inversion field-effect transistors rely

upon an inversion-charge layer above the channel bulk to

conduct current. These surface inversion charges, elec-

trons for the p-type channel bulk, may be supplied from

several sources (21). They may come from the bulk of the

channel region through a diffusion process, or from the

surface generation and recombination mechanism, or from

the generation and recombination of the depletion region

beneath the surface-inversion layer. However, all proc-

esses described above are slow and will not be able to fol-

low a signal in excess of sixty hertz.

In a MOS-transistor, charges in the surface inversion

layer are supplied most effectively by the source region

of the transistor, as they are the majority carriers there.

The transit time for these carrier's to travel from the

source to the proper site in the channel is the major fac-

tor that controls the speed of a MOS-transistor.

The Physical Structure of the New MOS-Transistor and Its

Advantages

The physical structure of the new MOS-transistor is

designed to remove several restrictions which presently

limit the operating speed of the planar surface-inversion

field-effect transistor.
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The electrical structure of the new MOS-transistor is

similar to that of a planar MOS-transistor, while its

physical structure is almost identical to that of a bi-

polar transistor. The new structure is able to achieve

much smaller channel length while most of the problems in

design and fabrication, which are always encountered by the

planar MOS-transistor, are avoided.

The new device is a three-layer structure. Fig. 3

illustrates the successive fabrication stages of the

double-diffused version of this new device. It can be seen

that the fabrication process is very much the same as what is

used for planar integrated circuits.

Fig. 3a shows a p-type region being diffused to the n-type

starting material. The diffused p-region corresponds to

the channel bulk -- usually the substrate -- of the planar

MOS-transistor, while the n-type substrate here serves as

the drain region of the transistor. Note that the heavily

doped drain region of the planar MOS-transistor is now

replaced by the low concentration substrate to serve the

same purpose.

Fig. 3b shows the second diffusion process, where a

heavily doped N+ -layer is introduced in the first diffused

p-layer. The N+ -layer ultimately becomes the source region

of the new transistor.

Fig. 3c illustrates the formation of the channel sur-

face. A groove, defined by the window of the oxide mask,
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is etched into the silicon. The etching process is con-

trolled in such a manner that the bottom of the groove

barely penetrates the first p-n junction -- the drain junc-

tion. Flat surfaces on each side of the groove expose the

cross-sectional view of the multi-layer structure, and they

form the channel surfaces of the MOS-transistor.

In Fig. 3d, a thin layer of oxide is deposited onto

the exposed silicon surfaces to form the gate insulator,

and windows are etched afterwards through the oxide to pro-

vide ohmic contact to each electrode.

Fig. 3e and Fig. 3f show the cross-sectional view and

the top view of a completed device, while Fig. 3g shows the

enlarged view of the channel cross-section together with

geometrical relationship between physical parameters.

Fig. 3g gives the following relations:

L = B.W. x (sin 54.1)-1 = 1.23 x B.W.

b = width of the groove = 0.7 h

w = channel width = 2n x w

where

n is the number of grooves for each transistor.
w is the length of each groove.
8 is the angle between the surface plane of the

groove and the surface plane of the wafer.
B.W. is the so-called base width of a bipolar

transistor.
EXj is the junction depth of the source junction.
BX

j
is the junction depth of the drain junction.

It is important to note that only the diffused version

of the new transistor is shown in Fig. 3 because the manu-

facturing steps have one-to-one correspondence to the
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Fig. 3. The physical structure and fabrication steps
of the new MOS-transistor.
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(e) Metallization and ohmic contacts
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(f) Top view of a finished new MOS-transistor
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(g) Enlarged cross-sectional view of the channel

Fig. 3. The physical structure and fabrication steps
of the new MOS-transistor.
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familiar planar integrated-circuit technology. The dis-

cussion of the double-diffused MOS-transistor will reveal

the possibility and special requirements necessary to in-

corporate the new device into a bipolar IC system. There

are also other ways of making the new transistor such as

the all-epitaxial construction, which will be discussed

later.

Differences between the new MOS-transistor and the

planar surface-inversion FETs are apparent from the above

description, and they are summarized as follows:

(1) The channel length is controlled through the dif-

fusion process instead of the photolithographic process.

(2) The impurity concentrations of the source region,

the channel region and the drain region are all different

for the new MOS-transistor, and they are in decreasing

order from the source towards the drain.

(3) The channel impurity concentration of the new MOS-

transistor is non-uniform. There is an impurity gradient

in the channel along the current path as well as perpen-

dicular to it. The impurity concentration of the channel

is a decreasing function as one travels from the source end

towards the drain.

(4) The surface of the channel is created through

chemical etching of silicon, and it is restricted to the

<111> crystallographic plane of the silicon, which makes

an angle with the surface of the silicon wafer. The angle
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is 54.7 degrees if the <100> wafers are chosen as the

starting material, and the angle becomes 90 degrees if a

< 110> wafer is used.

Without going into the detail of the MOS theory,

several striking features of the new MOS-transistor can be

seen already. These are:

(a) The new transistor is extremely compact. It pro-

vides the same transconductance while taking less than one-

third of the area of the silicon wafer normally occupied by

a planar MOS-transistor. The reduction in size of the new

transistor is twofold: The channel length of the new

transistor is reduced by at least a factor of five as com-

pared with the planar MOS-transistor, which results in the

same order of reduction in the channel area. Secondly, as

the channel surface of the new transistor makes an angle of

54.7 degrees with the surface of the silicon wafer, the new

device takes up only six units of area of the silicon sur-

face for each ten units of area needed for the channel.

This is another reduction by almost a factor of two.

Imagine a small transistor using the new design. The

transistor consists of a single etched groove of 50 wit in

length and six micrometers in width. If the "base width"

of the double-diffused structure is 0.8 µm, such a small

groove represents a MOS channel with W/L ratio of one

hundred:

The reduction in channel length also results in a
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reduction in the input capacitance. The new design also

provides the minimum gate-to-drain overlap capacitance and

small gate-to-source overlap capacitance.

This new transistor is very compact, especially if

large transconductance is needed. The numerical example

given in Appendix I illustrates this point.

(b) If the double-diffused construction is used, the

channel length of the new transistor can be reduced to one-

half micrometer as a limit. If we take five micrometers

as the lower limit for the planar MOS-transistor, the

ultimate limit of the new transistor implies an improve-

ment in speed by two orders of magnitude. This estimation

is based on the calculation of the transit time, which is

the time necessary for charged carriers to travel across

the length of the channel.

where

L2
0C L2

Tchs "trd peff Vds

L is the channel length.
Vd is the drift velocity of carriers.

V
ds

is the potential across the channel.
peff is the effective mobility of carriers.

(2)

The cutoff frequency of the new device, which is re-

lated to the transit time, is also calculated in Appendix I

including parasitic capacitances for several numerical

examples., Although factors such as the velocity saturation

of the carriers and parasitic capacitances affect the
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detailed calculation of the channel transit time, the

simple equation given on the previous page does provide a

figure of merit for the improvement one can expect by re-

ducing the channel length to 0.5

(c) The new MOS-transistor does not rely upon critical

process or expensive equipment to achieve its goal. The

planar diffusion process, which is the basis of the new

design, can be easily controlled to produce the desired

channel dimensions with good reproducibility and close

tolerance.

There are several other features, which altogether

make the new device superior to the planar counterpart,

but they are not easily visualized without a detailed

analysis, and this will be given in Chapter III.
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III. THEORY OF DEVICE OPERATIONS

A Review of the Surface Field-Effect Transistor Theory

Before we can examine the characteristics of the new

MOS-transistor, it is necessary to review the general

theory developed for surface FETs with planar structures

and uniform channels. The new device operates on the same

surface-inversion principle except that the physical struc-

ture has been changed slightly, and so we may expect that

the new device shall obey the same basic rule. Unfortu-

nately, theories of surface FETs developed previously are

far from complete. Certain details of device physics, such

as the inversion charge distribution, the surface transport

mechanism, the constituents of the channel current, the

exact variation of the drift field and the carrier mobil-

ity, can not be accounted for in device modeling. This is

so because (i) the surface transport theory is not well

established, and theoretical predictions usually deviate

from experimental results; (ii) the exact current-voltage

relation of a MOS-transistor involves nonlinear differen-

tial equations, and it is impossible to derive an analytic

expression if the detail is to be included and nonlinear

differential equations solved.

Analytic expressions commonly used are derived from

an oversimplified model, which can hardly tell the differ-

ence between a planar MOST and one with a graded channel
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since they neglect the detail of the bulk-charge effect.

Numerical solutions of nonlinear MOST equations were

attempted by several authors (31, 17, 37) to account for

certain details in each case, such as the diffusion com-

ponent of the channel current or the exact carrier concen-

tration based on Poisson's equation, and the results were

presented in graphic forms. But the usefulness of such

efforts is doubtful if they are extended to the new MOS-

transistor, because: (1) Many parameters are involved in

the numerical representation such that it is difficult to

compare the general characteristics between two different

types of devices. (2) Such numerical representations al-

ways show considerable deviations from experimental data

since a constant mobility is assumed. Efforts in second-

order corrections to the simple model are mostly cancelled

out by errors introduced through the surface transport

model.

Theories of the surface-inversion FETs are based on

the basic structure shown in Fig. 2c, which is reproduced

in Fig. 4 together with the coordinate system to be used

in our analysis. It is assumed that the bulk of the sub-

strate, which also constitutes the MOS-channel, has uniform

impurity concentration. It is also assumed that the sub-

strate is p-type silicon and the surface-inversion FET is

an n-channel device. Step junctions are formed at both

the source and the drain ends of the channel by heavily
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doped N+-regions, which also provide ohmic contacts to the

device. It is also assumed that two N
+
-regions are uniform

and that their impurity concentrations are much higher than

that of the channel bulk.

The channel current is normally blocked by the re-

verse-biased drain junction. If a large enough positive

voltage is applied to the gate, a sheet of inversion

charges, the electrons, appears at the semiconductor sur-

face throughout the channel length. The conducting path is

thus completed.

Source Gate

Inversion layer

Dna irl
9 Tox 0

S; Oa

(N4)
Source

11111 ( NT)
DrainChannel

region bulk region )
L (F)1-11

Fig. 4. A basic planar MOS-transistor.

(A) The equilibrium MOS-system:

If a positive voltage is applied to the gate while the

source and the drain electrodes are maintained at the same

potential, inversion charges distribute themselves uniform-

ly in the y-direction along the channel. There is no con-

centration gradient of inversion charges along the y-

direction, and the channel is said to be in equilibrium.

However, a concentration gradient, which is perpendicular
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to the channel surface, does exist. This transverse dis-

tribution of inversion charges plays an important rule in

the device theory, and it constitutes the source of devia-

tions between a simplified model and the experimental

result.

The transverse distribution of inversion charges can

be understood by a study of the energy-band diagram of the

MOS-system. Fig. 5 shows such diagrams for an incremental

cross-section of the MOS-channel, where the work-function

difference of the metal-to-semiconductor system and sur-

face-state charges have been neglected, and the channel

bulk is assumed to be uniform. Fig. 5a shows a channel at

the flat-band condition, where the channel is neutral up

to the surface (x=0). When a large positive voltage is

applied to the gate electrode, the system reaches a condi-

tion illustrated in Fig. 5b, where the surface energy-band

is bent downward by the external electric field set up by

the gate. At such a large gate signal, the intrinsic

Fermi level, E
i'

crosses the Fermi level, E
f'

just

below the semiconductor surface. At the semiconductor sur-

face, the Ei is several kT below the Fermi-level, such that

the region near the surface ultimately changes from p-type

to n-type.

The channel can be divided artificially into three

regions: Region I starts from the surface and ends at the

point where the Fermi-level is a few kT above the intrinsic
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channel surface
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(b) Surface inversion

Fig. 5. Surface energy-band diagram of the
equilibrium MOS-system.
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Fermi level. The first region provides all Mobile charges

for the channel current, and is commonly known as the in-

version layer. Region II stretches from the point where

E.
1
is a few kT below Ef, to the point where E.

1
rises to a

few kT above Ef. This is the so-called depletion region,

where almost all mobile carriers are removed. From the

boundary of region II, extending into the semiconductor

bulk, is region III -- the quasi-neutral and neutral chan-

nel bulk.

The distribution of inversion charges within the sur-

face space-charge region depends on the shape of the sur-

face band-bending and the relative position of Ei(x) with

respect to Ef. The classic Boltzman statistics assume the

following relation:

n =
1

inversion
sity

gchare expi Ef-Ei(x)1 /kT/
den (3)

With the above picture in mind, one can start to de-

rive a few quantitative relations between the applied gate

voltage and the resulting distribution of inversion charges

in the channel.

The system in Fig. 5b can be described by Poisson's

equation, where contributors to the space-charges are

electrons in region I, and uncompensated acceptor ions in

region II.

(4)
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where p is the charge density in the semiconductor, and

V(x) is the potential of the semiconductor at the position

x with respect to the bulk. The boundary conditions for

the system are:

V(0) = Vs and V(00) = 0

If we introduce the following variables:

= Ef-Ei(x) ; u = q4)/kT and

V = 0(x)-0b ; v = qV/kT

the electron and the hole densities of a non-degenerate

system are given by:

n = niexp(u) = nbexp(v) and

p = niexp(-u) = nbexp(-v) (7)

where nh is the intrinsic concentration, and nb and pb are

equilibrium electron and hole concentrations in the bulk.

Poisson's equation can be rewritten as follows:

2
d
2

2

v
= =a--

T
I n

b D
-p,+pbexp(-v)-nbexp(v)1Esk L

dx

Here, we have assumed that impurity atoms are completely

ionized and that charge neutrality exists in the neutral

and the quasi-neutral channel bulk. That is:

(8)

+ -
(Nd - Na) = - (nb - pb) (9)

As both N
d

and N
a
are independent of position for

uniform channels, Poisson's equation can be integrated



once, and by using the boundary conditions, dv/dx = 0 for

v=0, we have:

where

dv
dx

F
L

cosh(ub-v)
2

F(ub,v) = f2 [
cosh u

b
vtanh ub-11

and L is the effective Debye length given by:

1/2

L = kT/q2
(nb-pb)]
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(10)

(12)

In general, Equation 10 can not be solved in closed

form, and numerical solutions are given by several authors

(15, 30, 45) for uniform semiconductor bulk and a limited

range of impurity doping. The numerical solution of Equa-

tion 10 gives the potential function v in terms of x, with

u
b
and v

s
as parameters; u

b
and v

s
are the bulk Fermi

potential and the surface potential respectively. The

dependence of inversion charges on position is then given

by:

n = ni exp(u) = nb exp(v) (13)

whereas the total inversion charges under the semiconductor

surface can be obtained by graphic integration of the above

equation from x=0 to x.-oo for any specified ub and vs. The

gate voltage needed to induce that amount of inversion

charges can be calculated by using the continuity equation

of the electric flux at the semiconductor-to-insulator

interface:
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(14)

where E. and E
s

are dielectric constants for the insulator

and the semiconductor respectively, and Ei(0-) and as(0+)

are corresponding electric fields at the interface. Equa-

tion 14 is valid only if there is no net charge at the

interface. The gate voltage is simply given by:

V
G

= E.T. + v
s
kT/q

a.

(15)

Here, we have assumed that the insulator, having a thick-

ness of Ti, is ideal.

From the above analysis, it is clear that if the de-

vice physics involves the transverse distribution of inver-

sion charges, such as the surface scattering mechanism

which determines the effective mobility of carriers or the

diffusion current component arising from the density gradi-

ent, it requires the solution of Poisson's equation,

Equation 8, and no analytic result can be found.

In order to derive an analytic expression to estimate

the current-voltage relationship of an engineering device,

the so-called "charge-control model" must be adopted to

approximate the real surface space-charge region.

From the numerical calculation of the space-charge

region, one can prove that the dimension of the depletion

region is almost unchanged for additional increase in sur-

face potential once the surface is strongly inverted

(v
5

= 2ub).) This is the consequence of the exponential
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dependence of inversion charges on the surface potential.

Once the surface is inverted, the contribution to Poisson's

equation is dominated by the rapidly increasing inversion

charges near the surface, while the variation of the uncom-

pensated acceptor ions is negligible. Moreover, the den-

sity of surface inversion charges is finite for all practi-

cal cases, so that the surface potential is almost fixed at

2u
b

on the initiation of surface inversion.

So, with the assumption of an abrupt depletion region

and using the charge-control model, the application of

Gauss' law at the semiconductor-to-insulator interface

gives the surface electric field needed to set up the

space-charge region:

Es =
's

fo pdx = - (Qn- Qbo)
(16)

where Qn is the total inversion charges under the semicon-

ductor surface, and Qb0 is the fixed ionic charges of un-

compensated acceptor ions. By requiring continuity of the

electric flux at the interface, we have:

E.E. = E Es s (17)

By approximating the surface potential by 2013 after

reaching the strong surface inversion, we have

Ei = (VG- 0s)/Ti = (VG- 20b)Ti (18)

By combining Equations 16 and 18, we have the approximate

relation between the applied gate voltage and the total



inversion charges under the semiconductor surface:

Qn 8sEs+ Qbo Ei(VG-24b)/Ti Qbo

where the bulk charge, Qbo,
b

is given by:

= f4EQbo = qN
a
X
d, max. sN a0 b

qi
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(19)

(20)

The approximation given by Equation 19 is good if the

gate voltage is much larger than the difference between the

actual surface potential, 0s, and its assumed value of 20)0.

Thus far we have ignored the effect of the work-

function difference between the metal gate and the semi-

conductor channel, Oms, and the effect of the surface-state

charges,
Qss" By including these two terms, we have the

complete charge control model:

where

Qn Ci(VG 24)b Qss/ci (pms) Qbo

C.
1

= E./T.

(21)

The conductance of the inversion layer is assumed to

be the product of Qn and an "appropriate" mobility associ-

ated with the sheet carriers. The drift current is the

only current component for the equilibrium channel since

the carrier concentration is uniform along the current

path. The effective mobility of the sheet carriers is dif-

ferent from the bulk mobility of minority carriers as a

result of a diffused surface scattering (11, 14, 19, 31,
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33, 44, 50). The effective mobility depends very much on

the surface potential which determines the inversion-charge

distribution and amount of surface scattering associated

with the sheet-charges.

Several comments on the charge-control model are worth

mentioning here:

(a) It is assumed that the surface-state charge
' Qss '

is a constant, and is independent of the applied gate volt-

age or the surface potential. The validity of such an

assumption is questionable.

(b) Minority carriers within the surface inversion

layer are assumed to be completely mobile, and the surface

is taken to be free from trapping centers. This is an

oversimplified assumption.

(c) The effective surface mobility is assumed to be

constant over the entire operating range, and is assumed to

be independent of the surface potential. The assumption

violates the basic rule of the surface transport model.

(B) The non-equilibrium MOS-system:

The formation of a uniform inversion layer in the

equilibrium channel is discussed in Part (A). If a poten-

tial is then introduced between the drain and the source

electrodes, a current starts to flow in the channel. The

result of the channel current induces a potential drop,

IR, along the current path, and the equilibrium condition

of the channel is upset.
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It is rather difficult to give an exact analysis to

such a system. However, by considering the inversion Jaye:

as an ideal sheet-charge and with the help of the quasi-

Fermi potential, it is possible to bring out the qualita-

tive feature of the complicated system.

Fig. 6 illustrates the difference between an equilib-

riuLl MOS-system and a non-equilibrium one. In Fig. 6a, the

uni.;:orm inversion layer is considered as a sheet-charge

such that no potential drop exists in x-direction within

the thickness of the layer. The system appears very much

like a one-sided step junction, with the inversion layer

corresponding to the heavily doped N+side of the junction.

The depletion region of the reverse-biased junction extends

mostly into the p-type bulk. The amount of reverse bias in

the equilibrium case can be taken as equal to the surface

potential of the inversion layer. The surface potential

corresponds to the built-in potential of a real p-n junc-

',:ion since there is no external bias between the N+ inver-

sion layer and the channel bulk. On the application of a

positive drain voltage, the channel current distributes an

external bias throughout the ,thannel length.

A rigorous solution of the system is a complicated

matter involving the two-dimensional Poisson's equation,

where the y-component of the electric field is a dependent

variable. Besides, there are variations of surface mobil-

ity and inversion charge density along the y-direction.
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The rigorous solution has not been attempted even in the

numerical form as it is limited by the capacity of digital

computers available. Several approximate solutions have

been developed, from the very crude ones to rather realis-

tic ones (9, 18, 23, 42, 51); nevertheless, none of them

is able to cover the detail of the charge distribution nor

the surface scattering problem.

All established models for the non-equilibrium channel

are based on several common assumptions which reduce the

complex, real system to a simple engineering model, whose

solution can be reached easily. These assumptions are:

1. The gradual-channel approximation. It states that

the electric field in the y-direction due to the drain bias

is very small as compared with the field in the x-direction

introduced by the gate signal, such that, for the incre-

mental length of the channel, a one-dimensional Poisson's

equation can be used to determine the space-charge dis-

tribution.

The approximation is good if the channel length is

large and the drain potential is small. On the other hand,

the approximation may introduce errors if the drain poten-

tial is large such that the channel is pinched-off at the

drain end. Under such a circumstance, the longitudinal

electric field is comparable to the transverse field at the

pinched-off point so that a two-dimensional Poisson's

equation must be solved to determine the distribution of
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inversion charges.

2. The quasi-Fermi potential approximation. Both

the drain bias and the channel current introduce a longi-

tudinal potential difference in the channel, which splits

the equilibrium Fermi-level into two quasi-Fermi levels:

The quasi-Fermi level for majority carriers, Opf, stays

essentially the same, while the quasi-Fermi level for

minority carriers, Onf, is shifted upward by an amount

equal to the potential level at the channel surface -- V .

Fig. 7 shows the Fermi level and quasi-Fermi levels of

equilibrium and non-equilibrium channels. The quasi-Fermi

level for minority carriers is assumed to remain constant

within the inversion layer, and coincide with the majority

quasi-Fermi level at the channel bulk. The assumption is

artificial and is adopted from the p-n junction theory to

enable the estimation of the distribution of minority car-

riers of a reverse-biased junction.

3. A third assumption is that an over-all effective

mobility exists such that it can be used to estimate the

current transport of a channel with both longitudinal and

transverse charge distributions. The choice of such an

appropriate mobility is based on best curve-fitting between

experimental data and the theoretical calculation.

4. In the charge-control model, the potential drop

across the inversion layer is assumed to be zero. The

error involved is generally a fraction of a volt.
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5. Finally, it is assumed that the impurity concen-

tration of the channel, the source region and the drain

region is uniform, and that junctions between the source

and the channel, and the drain and the channel, are step

functions.

With these assumptions, the drain current of an

n-channel device can be written as:

Id
coco g= IW-qpn-n 1r - 41 dx= - (x,y)dx

o nY

_37

(22)

where the second term to the right is the diffusion com-

ponent and the first term to the right is the drift
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component. Terms such as V, n, and pn are functions of

both x and y in general, while Id is a constant of position.

Pao and Sah (37) analyzed the above equation by assum-

ing a constant mobility and using numerical integration.

Their results were able to describe the current-voltage

relationship of a device operated in the linear range or in

the saturation range with a single equation, although devi-

ations between experimental data and the theoretical equa-

tion are apparent at high current levels. The deviation is

explained as the failure of a constant mobility when the

channel current increases.

Since the numerical calculation does not yield an

analytic expression for device modeling, a simple model

must be used for engineering purposes. This can be done by

neglecting the diffusion component of the channel current

so that the distribution of inversion charges need not be

known, and Equation 22 can be reduced to:

00
dvId = u7 fndx = Wqvil dv Qn(y)

0
(23)

Omission of the diffusion current in Equation 22 fol-

lows the gradual channel approximation, that the potential

variation in the channel and the gradient of inversion

charge density along the channel are negligible. By apply-

ing the charge-control model to Equation 23, one has the

simple expression for the channel current:
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(24)

Here the inversion charge, Qn, is replaced by its value

given by the charge-control model.

Note the bulk charge term, Qb, in Equation 24. It is

different from what is given by Equation 20, for equilibri-

um channels. Since the inversion layer is reverse-biased

by the channel potential drop, the bulk charge is now a

function of position:

2

Qb = [2EsNa(20b+ V)q]

with 0-bo Qb( V=°)

(25)

where V = V(y) is the potential drop of the inversion

layer. The current-voltage relationship of the MOST can

be obtained by integrating Equation 24 along the channel

length, L. For a channel operated in the linear range,

this gives:

where

I = - r
/LI.c p iiv 4) v

Id L onG-v FB -2 b21- -d ] Vd

4 Es
1

3/2
- /271)-b [(Vd+20b) -(2010) ] (26)

3 C
o

xd max,o

V
FB

= 0 +
ms C

ss

0
-

r2Es (20b) J2 OX
[x

d max,o
c114.a

and Co =
T
ox

Several device parameters, the drain conductance,gd, and

the transconductance, cancan be derived immediately:
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aid W 1 r 11/2 1

gd = EC01.7n{ VG-VT-20b-Vd- 2EsqNa(Vd+2010)] (27)
0

6Id
gm = 7-; rincovd (28)

When the drain voltage is raised gradually, a point is

reached such that the inversion-charge density at the drain

end of the channel becomes zero and the channel is said to

be pinched-off. For further increase in drain voltage, the

channel current remains constant, and the device is said to

be in saturation. The saturation drain voltage, Vds, can

be derived by requiring Qn(L)

EsclMa

= 0, which yields:

2C0
2(

VG - VFB)) 1/2

(29)Vds = V
G
-V

FB
-20

b
+

2
C
o

s
q N

The saturation transconductance, gms, and the satura-

tion drain current, Ids, are readily obtained by replacing

V
d
with V

ds
in Equations 28 and 26 respectively. The incre-

mental drain conductance becomes zero for the first-order

model once the channel is pinched off.

The finite drain saturation resistance observed on

real devices can be accounted for by introducing the chan-

nel-length-modulation effect as a result of the variation

of the depletion region of the drain junction (41). By

replacing the drain potential, Vd, with the drain satura-

tion voltage, Vds, and the physical channel length, L, with

the effective channel length, L', in Equation 26, we have



the equation for drain saturation current:

n
WC

o
I
ds

=
6L

, (V
ds

-20
b

)

2
+ v'G (v

ds
+20

b
)

4
-120b[ V.--0b--5(sqNa0b/C)1/2]1

where

V' = V
G

- V
FB

= V
G
-(0

ms
+ Q

ss
/C

o
)

The drain saturation resistance is then given by:

aids
ids

r ids
; V

d
V
dsE 1 37r

41

(30)

(31)

Model equations represented above can be simplified a

great deal if one neglects the variation of the bulk-charge

term, Qb, and assumes that the depletion width is not

affected by the small potential drop introduced by the

channel current. By assuming a constant threshold voltage,

Vth, which is given by:

Vth = 20
b

+ 0
ms

+ (Q
ss

/C
o

) + Q
bo

/C
o

(32)

integration of Equation 24 yields the simple result:

WCo
1 2

= [ (V -v ) Vd Vd j
Id n L G th d 2

(33)

The drain conductance, gd, and the transconductance, gm,

for the linear region follows immediately:

a WC

gd

id of/7

71- "n L G-"17th-Vd)

aid
gm

- W(1-1,
ncovd

)/L
m av

G

(34)

(35)
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For the saturation region which is defined by the condition:

gd (vd=
Vds) =

°

the simplified model yields:

V
ds

= VG- V
th

Q
n
(L) = 0 (36)

(37)

The drain saturation current and the saturation trans-

conductance are given by:

n
C
o

Ids
(V
G
-

2
V
th

) (38)

g
ms

=
n
C
o
(V
G
- V

th
) /L= W /5"n C

o
V
ds

(39)

Note that all equations given above are derived with

the assumption of a uniform channel and a constant effec-

tive mobility. If the channel impurity concentration is

far from being uniform, modifications are expected even for

a first-order model. An arbitrary variation of the impur-

ity concentration in the channel is hard to incorporate

into the first-order equations, but if the impurity con-

centration varies' monotonically along the channel, end

conditions can easily be used to modify a few terminal

parameters such as Vth and Vds.

There is not much one can do to derive an analytic

expression to describe the frequency capability of a sur-

face-inversion MOS-transistor. Two main difficulties

prevent any detailed work to be done in this area: (1) the

reactive component of the input impedance can not be
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determined accurately, and their values vary with the

operating condition; (2) parasitic capacitances generally

are much larger than intrinsic capacitances of a real MOS-

transistor, which greatly discourages any such attempts.

Approximate equations have been developed by several

authors (18, 42) giving figures of merit for the cutoff

frequency of MOS-transistors. According to Sah (42), the

cutoff frequency for the transistor at saturation mode can

be estimated by:

/7Lnw
gms

= 2v(gain-bandwidth product) Vth)
2L

gms/cG
(40)

and the channel transit time,which is the same as the chan-

nel charging time, is given by:

L
T
tr,s = fdy /r = 4L

2
/311

n
V
ds

(41)

Either the cutoff frequency or the channel transit time

can be used as a safe upper limit to estimate the speed of

a device.

Some comments are in order at this point regarding

device models developed so far for a real MOS-transistor

with uniform channel and the conventional planar structure:

1. The charge-control model, whether it is in the

elaborative form, such as the one represented by Equations

26 through 30, or in the basic form, such as the one given

by Equations 32 through 41, fails to account for the
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bottleneck of inversion-charge density at the drain end of

a saturation channel. The continuity of the channel cur-

rent at the point of pinch-off and the velocity saturation

of carriers at the end of the channel all present a limit

to the validity of the theory to be applied to a device

with a uniform channel and carrying a large drain current.

2. The first-order model treats the bulk charge, Qb,

as a constant. The assumption is apparently invalid in the

view of Equation 25, if the impurity concentration of the

channel is uniform.

We shall see that the new device, which has a graded

channel, will be in a better position to adopt the charge-

control model than any planar device, for which the theory

was originated.

Features of the New MOS-transistor

Based on the description of the physical structure of

the transistor and equipped with the fundamental theory, it

is now possible to explore the new transistor a little bit

more in detail.

The basic difference between the new MOS-transistor

and the planar MOS-transistor has been described already.

The geometrical difference, such as the ultra short channel

length and the inclined current path, which cuts a 54.7 -

degree angle into silicon, may represent drastic improve-

ment in speed and packing density and appears to be the
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prime attraction of the new device, yet these changes do

not provide grounds to distinguish the new MOS-transistor

from planar ones in modeling. It is the impurity gradient

in the channel of the new MOS-transistor and the impurity

level of its drain region, both of which are quite differ-

ent from their planar counterpart, that need consideration

if we want to adopt the old MOS-transistor model to the new

device. As a matter of fact, it is also the modifications

in impurity levels which make the geometrical modification

possible.

The analysis in this chapter, therefore, will center

on the study of various effects caused by the impurity

gradient in the channel.

We shall try to adopt the established MOS-transistor

model to the new transistor in the view that the same

surface-inversion theory is taken as the basis and that the

charge-control model does not see the detail of the charge

distribution in a MOS-channel.

The impurity gradient in the new transistor certainly

is expected to introduce modifications to the established

model, but to derive the exact influence of the graded

channel from a crude MOS-model is difficult and rather

meaningless. If the gradual-channel approximation is to

be retained, the simplification made will conceal any dif-

ferences between a graded channel and a uniform channel.

We shall approach the problem by giving a qualitative
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analysis to each influential factor, and piecewise modifi-

cations are then made to the basic model in the light of

each individual analysis.

The impurity gradient in the channel of the new tran-

sistor can be separated artificially into two components.

The first component, which is transverse to the current

flow, has the same effect as the bulk charges in a uniform

MOS-channel. The main consequence of this transverse im-

purity distribution is to modify the transverse distribu-

tion of inversion charges, and also to change the surface-

scattering mobility to a certain extent.

The component, which runs parallel to the current

path, constitutes the main feature of the new device. This

longitudinal component introduces a position-dependent

mobility as a result of the variation of the impurity scat-

tering encountered by carriers along the channel.

The longitudinal impurity gradient of the channel also

modifies the distribution of bulk-charges, Qb, and inver-'

sion charges, Qn, with a tendency to provide a uniform

inversion layer at all times. The detail of such a modi-

fication, if it is to be covered by the charge-control

model, will yield no analytic solution. However, by a

qualitative reasoning, one can prove that the longitudinal

impurity gradient actually makes the new device fit the

first-order charge-control model better than ever.

The longitudinal impurity gradient also introduces
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terminal modifications such as the threshold voltage and

the drain saturation voltage.

The impurity concentration in the drain region of the

new device establishes the foundation for the geometrical

advantage. It also introduces modifications in device

parameters such as the drain breakdown voltage and the

drain saturation resistance.

There is another feature of the new MOS-transistor,

which does not influence the modeling of the device, yet

requires special treatment in the engineering design of

such a new device. That is the restriction imposed upon

the choice of crystal orientations for the channel surface.

In the new device it is necessary to locate the channel

along the <111> crystal planes of the silicon. Although

crystal orientations do not affect the carrier mobility as

it is a statistical parameter involving the movement of

carriers in all directions (50), if the etched <111>

surface is not flat enough to represent a true crystal

plane, the additional diffused surface-scattering of a

random surface may reduce the effective mobility. The

crystal orientation of the channel surface also introduces

certain engineering problems such as the orientation de-

pendence of the density of surface-state charges and the

oxidation rate of the silicon surface. These problems

will be treated in Chapter IV of this work.

For the remaining part of this chapter we shall give
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a detailed look at the influence of the longitudinal im-

purity gradient and the transverse impurity gradient, the

effect of the substrate doping (the drain region) on the

saturation resistance, and the modifications on the thresh-

old voltage and drain saturation voltage as a result of

the longitudinal impurity distribution.

The first-order charge-control model will be main-

tained as a starting point, and refinement will be made

as the analysis proceeds.

The Effect of a Transverse Impurity Distribution

First let us investigate the origin of the impurity

gradient in the channel of a double-diffused MOS-transis-

tor. Since the new transistor employs a diffusion process

similar to that used in the fabrication of bipolar transis-

tors, we shall borrow a few bipolar-transistor terminolo-

gies and then make comparisons between the impurity profile

of a bipolar transistor and the corresponding impurity pro-

file of the new MOS-transistor. Fig. 8 shows the similar-

ity and relationship between the two.

Within the boundary of the base region in Fig. 8a,

the impurity distribution can be approximated by a one-

dimensional Gaussian function as a result of the two-step

base diffusion used. The one-dimensional Gaussian function

F(x1) in Fig. 8a can be resolved into two components: the

transverse component, FT(x), and the longitudinal component,
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Wafer surface channel surface

(a) Bipolar transistor (b) Double-diffused
MOS-transistor

Fig. 8. The origin of the channel impurity
profile (cross-sectional view).

F
L
(y), as indicated in Fig. 8b where the channel region

takes the place of the base region. The channel surface

makes an angle, 9, with the wafer plane, which we shall

assume to be 54.7 degrees corresponding to the intersecting

angle between the <100> and the <111> crystal planes of

the silicon crystal.

With the idealized base impurity profile given by a

Gaussian function, and by neglecting transition regions at

either end of two junction boundaries, we have:

F(x') = N
a
(x') = C

s
exp (-)C

2
/4Dt)

EX. < x' < BX (42)

where C
s

is the surface impurity concentration of the base

diffusion, and D and t are the corresponding diffusion
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coefficient and diffusion time.

It is obvious that the transverse distribution func-

tion, FT(x), depends on the coordinate y as well, but for

the qualitative analysis, we shall neglect the y-dependence

of this function by taking y to be zero. That is, we shall

analyze the effect of the transverse distribution at the

source end of the MOS channel alone, and the qualitative

result is expected to be applicable to the whole channel

length.

It can be shown that for all practical devices, where

EX. ). HX.-EX.
3

and BX.-EX.
3

(4Dt)2, distribution func-

tions can be approximated by simple exponential functions

with:

where

F(x1) = CL exp (-bx1) ; xl = x-EXi (43)

F
T
(x) = C' exp (-bx cos 9)

= C' exp (-b
1
x) , for y = 0 (44)

F (y) = C' exp (-by sin 9)

= Cs exp (-b2y) , for x = 0 (45)

= Cs exp (-EX .2/4Dt)

b = 2EX./4Dt

x
1

= x' -EX.

and

Having established the transverse impurity distribu-

tion, we shall proceed towards our objectives. Taking an

incremental cross-section at the source end of the channel,

the MOS-system within the incremental length can be
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represented by Fig. 9. If Ay is small, any mild longitudi-

nal impurity gradient and electric field can be neglected,

and the incremental channel is essentially an equilibrium

MOS-system.

We shall concentrate our effort in three main areas

regarding the effect of a transverse impurity distribution:

(1) the maximum depletion width, xd,
max.

, (2) the surface

potential function and the distribution of inversion

charges at small gate bias, and finally (3) the influence

on the effective mobility at a large gate bias and heavy

surface inversion.

Gate electrode insulator
(Alum%num) ( 02 )

Inversion layer
(electrons)

Deple+ion layer
(Na ions)

Channel bulk
(P-fYpe)

x,E(x),FT(x)
oy

Ohmic. con-1(1cl'

Fig. 9. The incremental MOS-channel showing the
transverse impurity distribution.

To start the problem, we shall make several assump-

tions to pave our way towards a clear physical picture.

(a) The depletion approximation: For a small gate
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bias and a low inversion-charge density, the surface poten-

tial function can be solved by using the depletion apf=<i-

mation instead of using the exact Poisson's equation,

where all charged particles contribute to the potential

function. The depletion approximation also assumes that

there is an abrupt boundary between the region of uncom-

pensated acceptor ions and the neutral channel bulk, and

that uncompensated acceptor ions are the only contributor

to Poission's equation.

The depletion approximation was proved to be excellent

in estimating the maximum depletion width of the MOS-system

(18) although it does not yield information on the exact

inversion-charge distribution for a large gate bias.

(b) The impurity gradient in the channel is assumed to

be moderate, corresponding to all practical cases, such

that the built-in potential difference between the channel

surface and the channel bulk is negligible as compared with

the potential difference required to invert the channel

surface, which amounts to 24)21, whereas the former is only

Ofi-Of2. Ofl and 0f2 are Fermi potentials, measured from

the intrinsic Fermi potential level, at the channel surface

and at the channel bulk respectively.

The analysis will be carried out by comparing two dif-

ferent types of impurity distributions, namely the uniform

channel for the conventional planar MOST and the modified

Gaussian distribution for the double-diffused new MOST
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transistor. To establish a fair basis for the comparison,

we shall assume that impurity concentration at the surface

of each channel is the same for both cases.

(d) We shall choose the surface impurity concentration

to be 10 17 atoms/cm
3

. The original Gaussian-distribution

has a surface concentration of 10
18 atoms/cm3 which drops

to 1015 atoms/cm3 within a distance of three micrometers

from the surface. The source junction is assumed to be

1.5 pm in depth which gives a channel length of approxi-

mately 1.5 rim. With these assumptions, impurity distribu-

tion functions for the channels are given as follows:

FT1(x) = C
s

= 10
17 atoms/cm3 uniform channel (47)

F
T2

(x) = C
s

exp (-2.3x10
4
x) Gaussian channel (48)

where the linear exponential constant, b
1,

is estimated to

be 2.3x10
4 cm from the assumed Gaussian-distribution.

Let us now return to the problem of estimating the

maximum depletion width of the surface space-charge region

under heavy surface inversion. Assuming a single impurity

doping and neglecting the contribution of both majority and

minority carriers, we have the one-dimensional Poisson's

equation.

Grad. E. (x) pAs - q FT(x)/Es (49)

Integrating the above equation twice with appropriate

boundary conditions and the corresponding transverse dis-

tribution function, FT(x), we have the potential functions
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V
s2

= V
2
(0) =

qC
S

2

x
d
(bx

d
+1)-1] (Gaussian) (53)

tiles

Surface depletion widths are then calculated using Equa-

tions 51 and 53, and results are plotted in Fig. 10. Also

shown in Fig. 10 are the maximum depletion widths, corre-

sponding to the depletion width when the surface potential

reaches 20
b'

and the impurity profile of the modified

Gaussian distribution. It is clear from Fig. 10 that if

the surface potential and the surface impurity concentra-

tion are the same,the depletion width of the modified

Gaussian channel is wider than that of a uniform channel.

However, the difference is very small if the channel is

under equilibrium. (Iltmay become considerable for a non-

equilibrium channel.) The important fact is that, within

the depletion width, the impurity concentration is almost

constant for both the uniform channel and the Gaussian

channel.

Depletion width of the surface space-charge region

does not affect the characteristics of the inversion layer
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directly. It is the magnitude of inversion charges and

their distribution within the surface space-charge region

that determine the effective mobility and the conductivity

of the inversion layer. A qualitative comparison between

the uniform channel and the Gaussian channel needs the com-

plete knowledge of their respective charge distributions at

a particular surface potential and a unique relation is

hard to reach.

Let us select a limiting case to demonstrate our point.

Let us assume that the gate bias is small such that the

surface potential barely reaches the point of strong inver-

sion at the surfaces.

Numerical data on potential functions for the limiting

case can be obtained by setting Vsi =vs2=20b in Equations 51

and 53 to evaluate xd,max.
, and potential functions are

then given by Equations 50 and 52 respectively with appro-

priate xd,max.
obtained above. The inversion-charge dis-

tributions follow immediately from the classic Boltzman

statistics and potential functions:

n(x) = n
b

exp [-qV(x)/kT]

ni expi [ -qV(x)-q0b] /kT} (54)

Resulting potential functions for the uniform channel and

the Gaussian channel are plotted in Fig. 11, and corre-

sponding inversion-charge distributions are plotted in Fig.

12 together with bulk-charge distributions for each case.
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It is obvious from the numerical illustrations of

Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 that for a given low gate bias the

Gaussian channel has a steeper potential well and less

total inversion-charge density than that of the uniform

channel. This implies that the uniform channel will have

a higher surface conductance than that of the Gaussian

channel for a given gate bias even if the effective mobil-

ity is assumed to be the same. Actually, the effective

thickness of the inversion layer, which is defined as:

d
eff

= f x n(x) dx / f n(x) dx
co co

(55)

is much less for the Gaussian channel as compared with the

uniform channel. The penetration depth of the inversion

layer is a qualitative measure of the reduction in surface

mobility even if a definite surface-scattering model can

not be established. The shallower the inversion layer, the

more serious the reduction in the effective mobility, pro-

vided that diffused surface-scatterings only are involved.

Another important fact which can be derived from Fig.

12 is that, even at a low surface potential, the majority

of inversion charges lies within 50 A from the semiconduc-

for surface, where the impurity concentration is almost

constant and stays close to the surface-concentration. For

this reason, the impurity scattering will be the same for

both types of channels. From the above argument one may

conclude that for the graded channel, additional reduction
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in surface mobility is significant, if and only if surface

scattering dominates over the impurity scattering; other-

wise, the graded channel will suffer only from a reduction

in the number of total inversion charges, but not the

effective mobility. The latter is probably true as the

impurity scattering is a first-order effect, while the sur-

face scattering is a second-order one, which exists only if

the semiconductor surface is well out of periodicity.

It is interesting to note that it might be beneficial

to use intrinsic semiconductor material for the first few

hundred angstroms of the channel surface. As inversion

charges are confined mostly to the surface region of the

channel, the intrinsic layer will raise the effective

mobility of the MOS-transistor drastically although it does

affect the turn-on characteristics of the channel to a

certain extent.

When the gate bias is increased beyond the point of

strong surface inversion, that is, (Ps > 24)10, inversion

charges at the surface build up exponentially with further

increase in the surface potential. For all practical

examples, devices usually operate at a surface potential

such that the contribution to Poission's equation from bulk

charges is negligible as compared with the contribution

from inversion charges. If the impurity concentration of

the channel is not too high, we may drop the bulk-charge

term completely without causing serious errors, and
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Poisson's equation becomes:

2 n.
d V

x
7Grad. E - exp [(qV-q0,)/kT] (56)

d

where 0
b

is taken to be the Fermi potential of the channel

bulk at the neighborhood of the surface. Under such cir-

cumstances, the formulation of device equations will see

little difference between a uniform channel and a graded

channel. The only dominating influence of the channel bulk

is then the impurity mobility of the material within a

hundred angstroms in distance from the surface where all

inversion charges are located. In our analysis, since it

is already assumed that both channels have the same surface

impurity concentration, the impurity gradient of the chan-

nel in x direction will then have little effect on device

performance.

The Effect of a Longitudinal Impurity Distribution

on MOSTs

We have seen in the last section the influence of the

transverse impurity distribution on device characteristics.

It is concluded that the effect is a second-ordered one and

it introduces only mild modifications in the effective

mobility at low gate voltages. Things are different with

the longitudinal impurity distribution of the MOS-channel.

The longitudinal distribution has a dominant influence over

a wide range of the gate vias, and it alters the
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distribution of inversion charges and modifies the effec-

tive mobility along the channel. Moreover, it has a defi-

nite influence over several terminal parameters of the

MOST. It is the objective for the remaining part of this

chapter to look into these specific areas.

For simplicity, we shall assume, in this section, that

the impurity distribution of the channel has only a longi-

tudinal component. This can be done either by considering

the channel as uniform in the x-direction while assigning

an appropriate effective mobility to lump the over-all

effect of the transverse distribution which actually does

exist, or by constructing the new device on a < 110 >

silicon wafer instead of the 100> wafer, so that the

channel surface, produced through the anisotropic etching,

is perpendicular to both diffusion fronts, and the trans-

verse gradient of the channel is actually avoided.

With these simplifications, the MOS channel then

assumes a mathematical model, shown in Fig. 13, where both

the source region and the drain region are assumed to be

uniform and the transition from the channel region either

to the source region or to the drain region is instanta-

neous.

To start the analysis, we shall again state several

assumptions. These are:

(a) The gradual channel assumption: This is the

basis of all existing MOS theories, and it enables us to



Fig. 13. The mathematic model of the longitu-
dinal impurity distribution in the
channel.

solve the MOS problem by using the one-dimensional Pois-

son's equation instead of a two-dimensional one. It is

generally assumed that the electric field along the x-

direction of the channel is much higher than that in the

y-direction, so that the number of inversion charges is

determined solely by the electric field in x-direction

which is governed by the gate bias. The assumption is

violated at the drain end of the channel for a conven-

tional MOST operated in the saturation mode, where the

electric field in the y-direction can be excessive. We

shall see later that our new device is in a better posi-

tion to adopt the gradual channel approximation due to the

fact that the impurity gradient in the channel causes the

electric field to distribute more evenly throughout the

channel length, and that the approximation will fit better

than ever.
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(b) We shall also assume that the gate insulator is

ideal and that there is no surface generation-recombination

at the silicon-silicon dioxide interface so that the chan-

nel current has only a y-component.

(c) Another important assumption is that both the

impurity concentration and inversion-charge density at the

surface are nondegenerate and that the surface electric

field is not extremely strong, so that classic Boltzman-

statistics can be used to estimate carrier concentration

both at the surface and in the bulk. These assumptions

may not be true at heavy gate bias, but a qualitative cor-

rection is difficult to incorporate into the model.

(d) The quasi-Fermi-level approximation described

earlier is also used here.

(e) For definiteness, we shall assume that the impur-

ity distribution of the channel is described by Equation

45, with the heaviest acceptor concentration located at

the source end of the channel and decreasing exponentially

towards the drain end of the channel.

The best approach to start our problem is to examine

the band structure of the channel surface. A comparison

of surface band diagrams between a planar MOST and a graded-

channel device will yield a clear picture of what one may

expect from a detailed analysis. Fig. 14 is such an

illustration. Fig. 14a through 14c shows band structures

of the graded MOS-channel under three different gate
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Fig. 14. The equilibrium surface energy-band diagrams for
two types of channels at different surface
potentials (Vd =O).
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biases. No external potential is applied between the

source and the drain. Fig. 14d through 14f show the cor-

responding situations for a uniform MOS-channel.

Notice the linearly varying Fermi potential in the

graded channel. This is a direct consequence of the expo-

nential impurity distribution of the channel assumed

earlier:

Pp(Y) = Na(y) = C; exp(-b2y) (57)

P (17)kTE. kT r
coi(y) = q q I n Ef

J
1

C'
kT

= (Of - In
n.

- b2y1
1

(58)

When the gate bias is zero, the corresponding band

structures are shown in Fig. 14a and 14d. The channel sur-

face is p-type in both cases and the conducting path is

blocked by the reverse biased p-n junction at the drain end

of the channel. These are "off" states of MOS-transistors.

When the gate bias increases gradually, a condition is

reached as it is illustrated in Fig. 14b and 14e where

the surface band-bending is sufficient to turn the p-type

channel-surface into an intrinsic surface in Fig. 14e. The

situation is a little bit different for the graded MOS-

channel under the same gate bias. It is apparent from Fig.

14b that the surface of the graded channel becomes intrin-

sic only at the source end of the channel. Beyond the

source end, the surface inversion has already been started.
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The increase of inversion charges along the channel is a

direct consequence of the longitudinal impurity distribu-

tion of.the channel bulk and is illustrated in Fig. 14b by

the linearly increasing spacing between Ei and Ef from the

source towards the drain.

Let us examine the channel conductance at this stage.

There is no doubt that the channel in Fig. 14e is in the

blocking state. As the surface of the channel barely

reaches the intrinsic level, there is little mobile elec-

tron below it and the surface is still a p-typed one.

The case of Fig. 14b needs some consideration. It appears

that the channel is in a conducting state. But in reality,

the density of inversion charges remains small even at the

drain end of the channel where the inversion is the heavi-

est. Besides, the band diagram given in Fig. 14b only

represents the semiconductor surface. Underneath the sur-

face, the inversion charge concentration decreases exponen-

tially as a function of distance from the surface towards

the semiconductor bulk, so that the total inversion charge

under the channel surface is still too small to cause ap-

preciable channel conductance. The blocking characteris-

tic of the graded channel, however, is determined by the

source end of the channel where the channel surface is

nearly intrinsic at this stage and the blocking of channel

current is definite. We shall return to this subject later

when we come to the threshold voltage of the new device.
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If the gate bias is increased further such that the

surface potential at the source end of the channel reaches

2(0
b'

strong surface inversion appears at both types of

channel throughout their length, and their corresponding

band structures are represented in Fig. 14c and 14f. It

is apparent that the channel in Fig. 14c has a higher con-

ductance than that in Fig. 14f. Note that there is a

"bottleneck" at the source end of the graded MOS-channel.

If a drain potential is applied after the strong sur-

face inversion is reached, a current starts to flow in the

channel. The channel current introduces a modification to

all surface band structures presented above.

Under the quasi-Fermi-level approximation, the IR drop

of the inversion layer creates a reverse bias between the

inversion layer and the p-type channel bulk such that the

minority quasi-Fermi level, Enf, is lowered by the amount

equal to the reverse bias from the equilibrium Fermi level,

whereas the majority quasi-Fermi level, E
Pf,

, remains prac-

tically unchanged from its equilibrium value, Ei. The

density of inversion charges for the reverse-biased inver-

sion layer is given by:

n = inversion charge density

= n. exp(E
nf

-E.)/kT = n
o

exp(-Vq/kT)
1

(59)

and the energy-band diagram of an incremental channel under

non-equilibrium condition is shown in Fig. 15.
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Fig. 15. The energy-band diagram of an inverted
surface with reverse bias.

From Equation 59 and the surface band-diagram in Fig.

15, it is easy to see that the effect of a reverse-bias on

the inversion-layer is to reduce the density of its inver-

sion charges. The amount of inversion-charges is reduced

by a factor of exp(-qV/kT) from the equilibrium value if a

reverse bias of V volts is introduced.

A three-dimensional band diagram was attempted by Sah

(37, 42), but the complexity of the non-equilibrium MOS-

system can hardly be illustrated by band diagrams based on

the oversimplified assumption of quasi-Fermi levels.

Nevertheless, from the very basic illustration of

Fig. 14 and Fig. 15, one can easily visualize the benefit

of the longitudinal impurity distribution built into the
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MOS-channel.

Since the reverse bias of the inversion layer, V(y),

is a monotonically increasing function of y, its effect on

the channel is to cause an exponential decay of inversion

charges, provided that the inversion layer is uniform be-

fore the starting of the channel current. To maintain the

continuity of the channel current, the decreasing of in-

version charges, as one proceeds along the channel from the

source, implies that an increase in the drift field in the

same direction is necessary to maintain the current. Once

the channel current starts to flow, an iterative process

brings a final balance between the charge distribution and

the field distribution.

If the impurity concentration of the channel bulk has

a built-in gradient as illustrated, by inspecting the band

diagram of the MOS-channel shown in Fig. 14c, one can see

that the distribution of inversion charges in the channel

is an increasing function of position when the channel is

under equilibrium. Imagine an iterative process initiated

at the first rush of the current in the graded channel.

The IR drop of the channel current has a slope much flatter

than the similar slope for a uniform MOS-channel. Although

the iterative process flattens the distribution of inver-

sion charges and increases the slope of the IR drop gradu-

ally during its course towards equilibrium, we can expect

that the final charge distribution is much more uniform
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for the graded channel than for the uniform channel.

Based on the above argument, the graded channel shall

be a better choice in offering a uniform inversion layer

at large channel current, and the initial gradient of the

inversion charges, when the channel is at equilibrium,

acts as a reserve to counter balance the hot-electron and

the velocity-saturation effects (35, 51) as the current and

potential drop of the channel increase.

A numerical analysis by using computer calculation is

not suggested for a quantitative analysis of this nature.

The crude quasi-Fermi-level approximation, the yet unsolved

surface-mobility model, and a rather general impurity func-

tion all deny the justification of making such an attempt.

A semi-quantitative analysis on the influence of a

graded channel, however, can easily be made by using the

charge-control model introduced earlier. From Equations

24 and 25, and by introducing the impurity distribution

function, Na(y), we have the following equation:

QdV(v) Eox f ss
id w4In d OVG-24)10(17)] C

oy Tox

where
Y2

Qb (Y)
1

ms+ C
o

J

(60)

4b(Y) =c2EsNa(Y) [ 20b(y) + V(y)1q1 (61)

kT
N
a
(y)

b
(y) = In (62)

n.

Here, the small built-in potential of the graded channel,

which is in the order of a fraction of a volt, is neglected
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in comparison with the channel potential drop, which is

usually a few volts. Equation 60 can not be solved in

closed form. However, numerical calculation can be made

if the channel impurity distribution, Na(y), is given ex-

plicitly.

It is also possible to reach a simple, neat result by

looking into the over-all effect of the impurity gradient

of the channel. Considering Ob, it is a weak function of

y even if the impurity distribution has an exponential

dependence on y. The magnitude of Ob(y), which amounts to

a fraction of a volt, is small as compared with either the

gate voltage or the channel potential under all circum-

stances. The first approximation which we shall make is to

assume that 0
b

is constant and that it takes on a value as

if the channel were uniform. The assumption leaves the

bulk charge, Qb(y), to be the only position-dependent vari-

able in the bracket to the right of Equation 60. Consider-

ing the constituents of the term Qb(y), as it appears in

Equation 61, the impurity function, Na(y), and the poten-

tial function, V
(y)

, we shall make another bold assumption

that Qb is a constant of position for the new device. The

assumption is justified since the impurity function, Na(y),

is a decreasing exponential function of position while the

potential function, V(y), is an increasing exponential

function under the general operating condition. The prod-

uct of the two can be very flat if a proper impurity
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function is chosen for the channel. Deviations of Qb being

truly position independent under extreme operating condi-

tions can always be absorbed by the so defined constant

effective mobility, which is by far from true to be inde-

pendent of position. Actually, the effective mobility, if

the impurity scattering is dominant, is also an increasing

exponential function of position for a normal graded chan-

nel.

By introducing a constant threshold voltage to absorb

the last four terms to the right of Equation 60, we have

where

dV(y)
E
OX

I
d

= Wqp,
n dy Tox

[ VG
-Vth]

ssV
th = 20 (y)- + 0 -

b
b C

o
ms Co

(63)

(64)

This is simply the first-order model, except that the

position-dependent bulk term is not neglected as is done

in the first-order model, but it is cancelled out in this

derivation.

In a real device, it is rather difficult to design an

impurity function which cancels out the position dependence

of the bulk charges completely at all times. This is

understood since the potential function, V(y), is also a

function of the gate voltage,-which varies with operating

conditions. The validity of the above assumption, however,

is demonstrated very well by a close match between the

experimental data and the first-order model within the
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range of interest.

Although the new device in its double-diffused version

provides a best fit to the simplified MOS-transistor equa-

tions, the longitudinal impurity distribution does intro-

duce drastic changes in several terminal parameters. These

features, related to the longitudinal distribution func-

tion, are the channel-length-modulation effect, the thresh-

old voltage, the drain saturation voltage, the drain satu-

ration resistance, and the drain breakdown voltage. We

shall give each of above parameters a separate account

below.

The Threshold Voltage of the Graded Channel

The threshold voltage of the MOS-transistor is usually

important in engineering applications. Apart from the ef-

fect of the work-function difference and the surface-state

charge, both depending upon a particular fabrication proc-

ess chosen, the threshold voltage is governed by the Fermi

potential of the channel bulk. For a uniform channel, the

threshold voltage is given by Equation 32. The case for

the graded channel will be analyzed. The band diagram in

Fig. 14b is reproduced in Fig. 16 below, with the gate

voltage just below the point sufficient to invert the sur-

face at the source end of the channel, where the channel

doping is heaviest.

It is easy to see from the schematic that a
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V..6=0 V.=0 Ef

Fig. 16. Inversion charges in the graded channel
before it is turned on.

conducting path has already been formed at the drain end

of the channel where the channel bulk is lightly doped.

The surface at the source end of the channel, however, is

still depleted or possibly inverted lightly with few in-

version charges available.

Upon the application of a large drain potential, as-

suming Vd VG, and since the channel is pinched-off at

the source end, the conducting tail at the drain end of the

channel assumes almost the same potential which is applied

to the drain. The situation is depicted in Fig. 17. Once

the conducting tail reaches the drain potential which is

assumed to be at the gate potential, the conducting tail

automatically cuts off by itself due to the reverse bias
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Vsub=0 Vs=0

Fig. 17. Self extinction of channel conductance
by the external drain potential.

on the inversion layer. This fact can easily.be seen from

the charge-control model:

Before the application of the drain potential, we

have, for y>o,

Qs =Qn+Qb =401111+ [2esNaq(200 = co(vG-20b) (65)

1/

Qpn = Inversion charge density = Co(VG-24)13)-[2esNaq20t)
2

(66)
where

V(y) 2010(y) y = L

Upon the application of a drain potential Vd 3 VG,

for y>o
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Qs = Qb + Co [ VG-V(y)] = Co [ VG-Vd ] (67)

Qb = 2E sNaq 2 4)b+V (y)]) = f 2E sNaq 24)b+Vd
1/6

(68)

If Vd VG Qn-0- 0

From Equations 67 and 68 one can see that the effect of a

drain potential is to reduce the total charges within the

semiconductor, Qs, while to increase the bulk-charge term,

Qb. As the mobile inversion charges are given by

Qn= Qs-Qb, the over-all effect of the drain potential is to

reduce the inversion charge,Qn, at the conducting tail.

The real process in a MOS-channel is a self-adjusting

one. The conducting tail will not be cut off completely

by the application of the drain potential while the source

end of the channel is pinched-off at small gate potential,

but such an automatic shutoff process remains effective

until the source end of the channel reaches heavy inversion

such that the severe bottleneck of the channel conductance

at the source end is removed.

From the above analysis we can see that for a graded

MOS-channel, if the channel doping is heaviest at the

source end, the impurity concentration there determines the

threshold voltage of the device. It is then possible to

design a proper threshold voltage by adjusting only the

diffusion parameters without being restricted by the im-

purity concentration of the starting material.
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The Drain Saturation Voltage of the Graded Channel

The drain saturation voltage, as well as the threshold

voltage, does not involve the transport mechanism of the

channel current and is relatively simple to derive even for

the graded channel. The drain saturation voltage is de-

fined as the potential drop across the channel such that

the channel becomes pinched-off at the drain end, that is,

when V
d

= V
ds'

Q
n
(L') = 0, where L' is the electric length

of the channel. For the first-order model, the drain satu-

ration voltage is given by:

V
ds

= V
G

- V
th

(L') (69)

without considering the variation of bulk charges with re-

spect to the channel potential. In the refined model, it

is given by Equation 29. Both equations predict a linear

relationship between the gate voltage and the drain satu-

ration voltage, and also that the drain saturation voltage

increases with the decrease of channel impurity concentra-

tion.

The new device will have the same general saturation,

characteristics except that the bulk impurity concentra-

tion, which appears in above expressions, should be the

impurity concentration at the drain end of the channel in-

stead of impurity concentration at the source end of the

channel which gives the threshold voltage of the device.

Since the impurity concentration is much lower at the drain
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end of the channel than at the source end, we shall expect

that the new MOS-transistor shall have a higher drain satu-

ration voltage than that of a planar device having the same

threshold voltage. A high drain saturation voltage implies

a high drain saturation current and a short channel transit

time. An increase in saturation transconductance, gms, can

be seen from Equation 34.

It is also important to point out at this stage that,

strictly speaking, the new device can not adopt Equation 38

to represent its transfer characteristics although part of

Equation 39 is still valid. A careful study will reveal

that Equation 37 is not true for the new MOS-transistor if

the threshold voltage, Vth, is given by:

V
th

= 24)
b
(y=o)+0ms

+Q
ss

/C
o
+

[4EsNa(y=o)-013(y=o)-q]2/C0 (70)

where (y=o) indicates that the corresponding value should

be evaluated at the source end of the channel.

Instead of Vth, it is more appropriate to use Vp
inch

to replace Vth in Equation 37. Where Vp
inch

is given by:

= 20
b
(y=L')+0ms ss

+Q /C
Vpinch o

+f 4E sNa (y=L1 ) [ 2')0(17=L1)+vds] q}2/Co (71)

where (y =L') implies that the corresponding value should be

evaluated at the pinch-off point where the channel impurity

concentration is an order of magnitude lower than that at
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the source end. Rigorous correction is hard to give, but

it is always true that Vth is larger than Vpinch'

If the electrical channel length decreases with the

increase of gate voltage, channel-length modulation may

give the device with a graded channel a new drain satura-

tion characteristic. The V
ds

versus V
G

curve will have a

decreasing slope as the decrease of electric channel

length pushes the pinch-off point towards the high concen-

tration end of the channel. The "effective threshold volt-

age" at pinch-off point, Vth(L') in Equation 69, increases

correspondingly and the result is a decreasing response of

the V
ds

per unit gate voltage change. An explicit expres-

sion for such an effect is difficult, but if the impurity

distribution in the neighborhood of the drain junction is

known, a computer calculation can be used to estimate the

length of the depletion region at the drain junction, and

the channel impurity concentration at the pinch-off point

can be calculated. From the estimated impurity concentra-

tion at the pinch-off point, the corresponding drain satu-

ration voltage can be derived. Since only the general

characteristics of the new device are of interest here,

such a calculation for a particular design will not be

carried out in this project.
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The Channel-Length Modulation and the Drain Saturation

Resistance of the Graded Channel

The Pentode-like output characteristics of MOS-tran-

sistors are favorable for providing maximum voltage gain.

However, when the channel length of a MOS-transistor is

reduced to a few micrometers in order to gain speed, the

channel-length modulation may reduce the output impedance

of a planar device to a few kilohms. An explicit rela-

tionship between the output impedance and the channel im-

purity concentration is developed by Reddi (41). The main

feature of the output impedance of a planar device comes

from the channel-length modulation:

f
aids ]-1 raids 6L' 1-1

ds L avd
l aL' 77ci (72)

following the theory developed by Reddi and Sah. The rela-

tion between the drain saturation current and the channel

length is given by Equation 30. Their theory predicted a

decreasing output impedance with an increase of gate poten-

tials or channel doping.

Hofstrin (51) suggested a different model, which was

based on the modulation of the drain saturation current by

the electric field set up by the drain electrode. This

model fails to provide a rigorous relationship, and more-

over, there is little theoretical basis for the drain

electric field to extend beyond the drain depletion region
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except for the case of an intrinsic bulk.

The drain saturation resistance of the new device can

be described by the channel-length-modulation theory. How-

ever, the theory will yield quite a different view to the

device with a graded channel.

The drain junction of the new device, instead of being

a one-sided step junction, can be approximated by a linear

distribution on the channel side of the junction and a con-

stant impurity distribution at the drain side. The impuri-

ty profile near the drain junction of a typical double-

diffused n-channel device is depicted in Fig. 18 below.

0

C

U
C
0

L

E
Ll_

1-1

Na(y) Slop =a a-E0ms/cm4

Na

0
Position from drain junction

Fig. 18. The schematic impurity profile near the
drain junction of a double-diffused
MOS-transistor.

The impurity concentration at the drain side of the

junction is assumed to be constant in the view that the

drain depletion region extends well over the transit zone

of the junction and into the uniform bulk of the drain



region. The assumption is valid as long as the impurity

concentration of the drain region is not too high and the

potential on the drain electrode is not too low. These

conditions are satisfied in all practical cases.

The detailed derivation of the drain saturation re-

sistance is given in Appendix II using the first-order

model, and the result is given below:

8Nd

1L- f(Vd-Vds)
1/4 2 2

a ] a (Vd-Vds)3/4

ids 2141inCo(VG
-Vth)

2

Nd
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(73)

From Equation 73 one can see that the drain saturation

resistance of a new transistor can be made as large as de-

sired by adjusting the impurity concentration of the drain

region and the impurity gradient near the drain junction

even if the channel length is less than one micrometer.

The low channel-length modulation of the double-

diffused MOS-transistor not only raises the output resist-

ance, but also makes it possible to reduce the channel

length to less than a micrometer. On the other hand, the

channel-length modulation of a planar MOS-transistor due

to the built-in potential of the drain junction alone will

cause channel punch-through if its channel length is re-

duced to a micrometer or two.
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The Breakdown Voltage and the Capacitance of the

Drain Junction

The drain junction of the double-diffused MOS-transis-

tor usually runs from two to four micrometers in contrast

to a very shallow drain junction as a general practice for

the planar MOS-transistor so as to reduce the side-diffu-

sion effect. The junction curvature alone will be in

favor of the new design for high-voltage operations (1).

The breakdown voltage of the device is again governed by

impurity concentrations at both sides of the drain junc-

tion. In a planar device, there is limited freedom in the

choice of the doping level of the channel. The requirement

on the threshold voltage and the consideration of side dif-

fusion both restrict the use of high resistivity material

as the channel bulk, which limits the maximum operating

voltage of the planar MOS-transistor. On the other hand,

it is the drain impurity concentration that determines the

maximum operating voltage of a double-diffused MOS-transis-

tor as the impurity concentration is lower there than that

at the other side of the drain junction. There is little

restriction on lowering the drain impurity concentration

so as to raise the breakdown voltage except for causing a

drain series resistance. But if an epitaxial layer is

used for the drain, a buried N+ -layer can always be intro-

duced to solve this problem.

The double-diffused structure is also favorable in
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regard to the drain junction capacitance. The exact junc-

tion capacitance of a diffused junction was calculated

elsewhere (25, 27, 48, 49), and a qualitative comparison

of the drain capacitance between a planar device and a

double-diffused one will be given here.

The depletion-layer capacitance of a step junction is

given by (32):

A2 1 1
) (7)

C ci

= - 2V
Nd

+
2

E
2 Na

where A is the area of the junction.

In the case of a planar n-channel device, Nd is the drain

impurity concentration and Na is the channel impurity con-

centration. The condition Nd > Na is generally satisfied,

so we have:

A2 2V 1

C
2
planar qE5 Na

(75)

The drain junction of the new MOST can also be consid-

ered as a step junction as far as junction capacitances are

concerned provided that the impurity gradient is steep,

the drain impurity concentration is low and the reverse

bias is much higher than the built-in potential. These

assumptions lead to:

A2 2V 1

2 2
C diffused

s
d

where Nd is the drain concentration.
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The ratio of junction capacitances between these two

types of transistors is:

Cdiffused MOST - f Drain impurity concentration
I Channel impurity concentration i

2

Cplanar MOST

From this, it can be seen that if the channel impurity con-

centrations are made approximately the same for both types

of transistors, and if the drain impurity concentration is

made to be two orders of magnitude less than the channel

impurity concentration, the double-diffused device will

allow for a drain junction area ten times larger than that

of the planar device while still giving the same junction

capacitance. The prediction is certainly in favor of the

double-diffused MOS-transistor in the attempt to raise its

cutoff frequency.
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IV. DESIGN CONSIDERATION AND FABRICATION TECHNIQUES

Advantages of the new MOS-transistor have been shown

in the preceding analysis. The performance of a real de-

vice, however, depends very much on a particular design and

the fabrication technique. As both of them are quite dif-

ferent from those used for bipolar transistors or planar

MOS-transistors, we shall discuss here several important

engineering aspects affecting the performance of the new

device.

The Choice of Starting Material

Let us consider the choice of starting material first,

which serves as the drain region of the new MOS-transistor.

The requirement on starting material for the new MOS-tran-

sistor is very much the same as the requirement for bipolar

transistors, where the starting material serves as the col-

lector region of the transistor.

Epitaxial wafers with substrates of the opposite im-

purity doping are the best choice among all. For n-channel

devices, an N+ buried layer beneath a low concentration

epitaxial layer is helpful in reducing the drain series

resistance. This is essential if the epitaxial layer is

chosen to be ten ohm-cm or higher in order to reduce chan-

nel-modulation and to raise the breakdown voltage of the

MOS-transistor.
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As the relative impurity concentration of the drain

region with respect to the channel region is restricted by

the channel-length-modulation effect, the selection of a

high resistivity drain region follows from the fact that

the channel doping must be kept low to preserve mobility.

The specific choice of the impurity concentration of the

starting material depends upon the channel length of a

device, the channel diffusion and the operating voltage of

the device. Published data on depletion layer calcula-

tions of diffused junctions (27) can be used as a reference

in this matter.

Crystallographic orientations of the starting material

are restricted to either the < 100 > orientation or the

<110 > orientation as the result of the fabrication tech-

nique involved. Perfection of the crystal structure of the

starting material is essential, as any defects in the crys-

tal may persist and appear at the etched silicon surface,

which is used as the all-important channel surface of the

transistor. Defects which appear at the channel surface

may cause a source-to-drain short or a reduction in effec-

tive mobility.

The Channel Diffusion

The diffusion process, which forms the channel body of

the new transistor, is one of the critical processes in

making the new transistor. The channel diffusion of the
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new MOS-transistor corresponds to the base diffusion of

the bipolar transistor, but the channel diffusion is far

more critical to the new MOS-transistor than the base dif-

fusion to the bipolar transistor.

The base impurity profile of the bipolar transistor

is critical at the emitter junction where the impurity

gradient determines the emitter efficiencey, while the de-

tail of the base impurity profile beyond the emitter junc-

tion has only a minor effect on device characteristics.

On the contrary, the impurity profile of the whole

channel region has decisive effect on the new MOS-transis-

tor. As the drift term is the main current component of

the MOS-transistor, the channel impurity, and thus the im-

purity mobility, affects the transconductance of the device

directly. Although there is no one-to-one correspondence

between the bulk mobility of the channel and the effective

mobility of the MOS-transistor, yet the bulk mobility data

(39, 53) may be taken as a reference for design purposes.

The impurity concentration near the source side of the

channel is important in the sense that it determines the

turn-on voltage of the device. For an n-channel device,

the impurity concentration there should not be lower than

1016 atoms/cm3 if an enhance-mode device is needed. Im-

purity concentrations lower than 1016 atoms/cm3 may cause

the channel to conduct at zero gate-bias due to positive

surface-state charges of a real transistor, whereas
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channels of heavy impurity concentration may introduce

excessive loss in mobility and a high turn-on voltage as

well.

The impurity concentration and its gradient in the

channel near the drain junction govern the drain saturation

voltage and the drain saturation resistance of the transis-

tor. Once a starting material is chosen, the impurity con-

centration of the channel at the point of pinch-off can be

adjusted only slightly through the channel diffusion, al-

though a shallow and steep channel diffusion can bring the

impurity concentration at the pinch-off point considerably

above the drain impurity concentration. The steep impurity

gradient at that point may also increase the saturation re-

sistance especially if the channel length is below a micro-

meter.

From the above discussion we can see that once a de-

vice has been designed, the channel diffusion must be in

tight control so as to give the designed parameters.

Diffusion of the Source Region

The impurity profile of the source region receives

little concern in a planar MOS-transistor except for the

side-diffusion effect which is important to devices with

short channels.

The source diffusion is important to the new MOS-

transistor in the sense that it provides a means, in
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conjunction with the channel diffusion, to adjust the chan-

nel length and the turn-on voltage of the device.

In addition to the above function, there is one more

important aspect to the source diffusion if the source

junction is deep. It is understood that the source region

of a MOS-transistor functions as an efficient supplier of

mobile charges to the inversion layer (21). Under heavy

gate bias, the concentration of the inversion charges at

the channel surface is rather high and possibly reaches

degenerate density. In order to supply this heavy demand,

it is necessary for the source to have an impurity concen-

tration much higher than what the surface inversion layer

may reach at the highest gate bias.

This requirement is always met in a planar MOS-tran-

sistor, where the source diffusion is generally shallow and

the surface concentration is usually degenerate such that

the source junction is almost a step junction.

In our double-diffused MOS-transistor, the source im-

purity concentration falls off gradually from the surface

towards the source junction where the impurity concentra-

tion is equal to the channel impurity concentration. The

presence of a source transition region, where the source

impurity concentration can be lower than the surface in-

version-charge density of the channel, is to increase the

total transit time of the channel carriers and to add a

series resistance between the channel and the source
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terminal of the MOS-transistor.

Based upon the above consideration, a shallow source

diffusion with heavy surface concentration is desirable for

the double-diffused MOS-transistor. As a rule, a shallow

source diffusion with a complementary error-function type

impurity distribution is always preferred. However, if

aluminum is used for ohmic contacts, a shallow source

junction may cause short-circuits to the junction (52).

If it is necessary to keep the source junction at a

moderate depth, heavy surface impurity concentration is

needed to minimize the source transition region. The heavy

impurity concentration of the source region may sometimes

cause problems in chemical etching of silicon. We shall

return to this subject later.

Techniques for Chemical Etching

In order to expose the channel surface so that a gate

electrode can be arranged to modulate the channel conduc-

tivity, grooves are etched through the source and the drain

junctions. Several requirements on the etching process

are fundamental to the success of the new device.

(a) Most important of all, the etching process must

be able to yield a perfect surface in the form of a true

crystal plane. The surface condition of the newly formed

channel is of prime importance to the MOS-transistor, as

the channel current is limited to the vicinity of the
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etched silicon surface.

(b) The etching process must have a uniform rate

throughout the wafer area, and it must be reproducible.

(c) It is also important that the result, that is,

the depth of each etched groove, can be controlled to a

close tolerance.

Most chemical etchants are sensitive to the surface

condition of the semiconductors, the perfection of crystal

structure and the impurity concentration of the surface to

be etched. Etching rates are generally exponential func-

tions of temperature. For chemical reactions which gen-

erate local hot spots, the etched surface can be expected

to be poor (22, 34). Diffusion-controlled etching proc-

esses, such as those using HNO3-HF systems, are not proper

for the formation of MOS-channels. The etching dynamics

of the diffusion-controlled process yields a concaved sur-

face which acts as a random boundary to the surface-space-

charges with little periodicity in nature. According to

Schrieffer's theory (44), a rough surface causes diffused

surface-scattering which reduces the effective surface-

mobility to a value way below the corresponding bulk

mobility of the material.

Preferential chemical etchants, such as the KOH sys-

tem, are the best to serve our purpose. The etching proc-

ess of the KOH system is controlled by the rate of the

chemical reaction, and the attacking rate of the silicon
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by the KOH solution depends on the binding energy of sili-

con atoms to the crystal. The etching rate of silicon,

using KOH, is reported to be in the following order, de-

pending upon the crystallographic orientations (3, 36, 47):

< 100> : < 110 > : < 111> = 250 : 80 : 1

Grooves etched on the 4100> crystal plane reveal

flat walls which make a 54.70-angle with the original sili-

con surface. These flat walls are the <111> planes of

the silicon crystal, and the depth of each groove saturates

when it reaches 0.709 times its width which can be easily

defined with a mask.

In order to yield smooth channel surface from the KOH

etchant, some rules must be observed:

(a) As the depth of each groove is determined largely

by the width of the masking window, good resolution of the

masking operation is a prerequisite to the uniformity of

etching results.

(b) Since there is a definite geometrical relationship

between each crystallographic plane, grooves are restricted

either to run parallel to the <110> reference line of the

silicon wafer or perpendicular to it. Perfect alignment in

this respect is very important. Besides, boundaries defin-

ing the masking window must be in perfectly straight lines.

The failure of above requirements may result in a sawtooth-

shaped surface which is a result of successive intersec-

tions between various <111> crystal planes and
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100> planes.

(c) Dislocations and other types of crystallographic

imperfections along the etching path are revealed later at

the etched surface. For this reason, the choice of defect-

free material is important. Heavy impurity concentration

at the surface of the emitter layer usually introduces

numerous dislocations near the surface (29). Although

these defects are restricted to a shallow distance from the

surface, they affect the final result to a large extent

since the etching must pass through these defects to reach

its final depth. In some serious cases where numerous sur-

face defects are present, "micro-channels" may form at the

initial stage of the selective etching such that the etch-

ing stops completely before reaching its final depth. Fig.

19 is an illustration of a model explaining such a problem.

Selective etching using KOH solution has been investi-

gated thoroughly in this project. Vapor-phase etchant

containing 5.0% HC1 gas in hydrogen gas at 1200°C is also

reported to have selective etching property; however, dif-

ferences in etching rates for different crystallographic

orientations are relatively small:

<111> : <110> : <100> = 1.48 : 3.0 : 3.4.

Etching rates given above are in µm per minute (3).
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Fig. 19. Heavy surface defects and the formation
of micro-channels.

The Control of Ionic Contamination from the KOH System

It has been established in the fabrication of surface

field-effect devices that contamination of the gate oxide

by alkaline ions is responsible for high threshold voltages

and instability of device characteristics.

A small trace of alkaline ions from glassware, water

supplies and the furnace setup are enough to degrade the

device. Now, as the etching process of the new transistor

is to be performed in the KOH solution, the amount of risk

involved in contaminating the gate-oxide can be seen. It

is clear that to remove residual potassium ions lingering
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at the silicon surface is an urgent matter which must be

accomplished as soon as the etching is completed. High

temperature process should be avoided before it is sure

that the surface is chemically clean. It is well known

that both the potassium and sodium irons are fast diffu-

sar.ts to the silicon; to remove them by physical means such

as rinsing in deionized water is helpful but is hardly

enough. A chemical cleaning method had to be sought to

solve this problem or the KOH system must be abandoned.

The problem has been investigated in this project and will

be discussed in a later section.

The Offset Gate

For devices constructed on <100> silicon wafers, the

depth of grooves is governed by masking windows. If the

dimension of masking windows can be controlled accurately,

the depth of each groove is always 0.707 times its width.

With a single masking operation under tight control, it is

relatively easy to adjust the channel diffusion such that

the drain junction slightly exceeds the depth of the groove,

and that the exposed channel-surface barely misses the

drain junction. A device with an offset gate is thus

formed.

The offset structure offers the minimum gate-to-drain

feedback capacitance and is highly desirable in high-

frequency applications.
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The offset structure is hardly practical for MOS-

transistors with a planar structure. The need for critical

alignment between each successive mask makes it only a

laboratory novelty (4). It is quite different for the new

MOS-transistor. There is no critical alignment nor criti-

cal metal-etching involved. The only requirement is a good

resolution of a single oxide mask which defines the width

of the groove, whereas the drain junction can be controlled

to accuracy within a fraction of a micrometer in depth

without much difficulty. Fig. 20 shows a new MOS-transis-

tor with an offset gate.

The offset-gate arrangement of the new device combines

the advantage of high speed and low reverse transconduct-

ance,which are not possible otherwise. A planar p-channel

enhancement MOSFET with nonoverlapping gate is described in

references (4, 13).

The amount of allowable offset of the gate in the new

MOS-transistor is determined mainly by the impurity profile

near the drain junction. If the amount of the offset is

less than the maximum depletion width of the drain junc-

tion, extending from the metallurgical drain junction into

the channel, the device will function as a space-charge-

limited triode. If the amount of the offset exceeds the

maximum depletion width, the drain junction will break down

before the depletion region can meet the inverted channel

and a conducting path between the source and drain will
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Fig. 20. The new MOS-transistor with an offset
gate.

never be established.

Limitations on the Minimum Channel Length

It seems that the minimum channel length should be

comparable to the minimum "base-width" of a bipolar tran-

sistor. This is not quite true. In the bipolar structure,

the base region beyond transient zones at the collector and

the emitter junctions are taken to be quasi-neutral. There

is no particular need of this "quasi-neutral zone" for the
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bipolar transistor to function properly. The existance of

a neutral base-region is only to introduce a base trans-

port coefficient which reduces the current amplification

of the bipolar transistor. In a good bipolar transistor,

the neutral base region is to be minimized.

On the contrary, what is involved in the "neutral

base-region" -- the effective channel length -- is the cen-

ter of importance to the MOS-transistor. Fig. 21 below is

a schematic diagram of the impurity profile mapped along

the current path of a MOS-transistor using the

m
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Fig. 21. The impurity profile of the new MOST
and the effective channel length.
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double-diffused structure. The effective channel length,

the source transition region and the drain transition

region are marked out clearly.

The effective length of the channel is defined, in

Fig. 21, as the length from the point of maximum impurity

concentration to the point where the impurity concentration

of the channel is equal in magnitude to the impurity con-

centration of the drain region.

In a practical device, the effective channel length

must exceed the maximum length of the drain depletion re-

gion encountered under the most severe operating condition

to avoid channel punch-through. From this, one can see

that the minimum channel length of the new MOS-transistor

depends on the width of the source and drain transition

regions, and also the drain and gate signals.

For devices with sharp transition regions the minimum

channel length can be as small as 0.5 wu, but the safe

lower limit can be taken to be one micrometer.

The Effect of Crystal Orientation on Oxidation Rates

and Surface-State Charge Density

Crystal orientations have large influence on the etch-

ing rate of the silicon, which is fully utilized to create

our new device. Other factors, which come along with crys-

tal orientations, are not all advantageous. Due to the

crystal structure of the silicon, available bonds for each
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unit of surface area are orientation dependent:

Orientation <111> <110> <100>

Available bonds/cm
2

11.8x10
14 9.6x1014 6.8x10

14

Atoms/cm
2

7.8x10
14

9.6x10
14

6.8x10
14

Since the new transistor is restricted to form its

channel on the <111> plane of the silicon crystal and

the <111> crystal plane of silicon has the highest avail-

able bonds per unit surface area, we can expect that the

new device will have the highest surface-state density and

the highest oxidation rate among all possible choices of

starting material. The high surface-state density of the

<111> silicon surface has been reported (16), and the

ratio of surface-state-charge densities between a <111>

and a <100> surface is roughly three to one (2, 11).

Proper annealing after each oxidation can help to re-

duce surface-state-charge density, and it is essential to

our new device. It has been reported that the minimum

surface-state-charge density at the silicon-oxide interface

is in the order of 1.5x10 11 charges/cm 2 for the annealed

<111> surface (11).

During the evaluation of samples or to control the

process,there is a need to know the oxidation rate of a

particular process and the thickness of the oxide over the

gate of a particular sample. It is unfortunate that a

direct measurement of the oxide thickness is nearly impos-

sible due to the size and three-dimensional structure of
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the channel. Indirect methods, such as by measuring the

capacitance of the gate oxide, is not reliable in this

particular case as the parasitic capacitance involved is

larger than the gate capacitance and is also hard to esti-

mate.

However, the gate oxide can be estimated by a direct

reading on the thickness of oxide grown on the <100>

plane of the silicon wafer under the same oxidation cycle.

Correlation is then made through the known oxidation rates

of the <111> surface with respect to the < 100> surface

to give the corresponding thickness of the gate oxide.

Based on experimental data for rate-constants of the

oxidation process for various crystal orientations (38) and

the oxidation rate-equation (12), a chart can be prepared

to estimate the thickness of the gate oxide from a measure-

ment of the surface oxide. A chart is prepared for wet

oxidation at 1100°C with rate constants taken to be:

Crystal
Orientation

Linear Rate- Parabolic Rate-
Constant -- A Constant -- B

<111> 0.083 µm 0.909x10-2 4m2/min

<100> 0.157 4m 0.917x10-2 ilm2/min

Similar charts can be prepared for different oxidation con-

ditions to serve the same purpose.

On using the chart, the surface oxide is measured

first. From the measured thickness of the oxide on the

<100> plane, a theoretical oxidation time can be found by
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using curve (a) of Fig. 22. By using the same theoretical

oxidation time, the thickness of the oxide over the channel

area can be determined immediately from curve (b).

0 <

2500

2000

1500

1000

500

Steam oxidation at 1100 °C

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Oxidation time (minutes)

Fig. 22. Gate oxide thickness for <100> silicon
and <111> silicon.
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The New FET in the Epitaxial Construction

The new MOS-transistor using a diffused channel has

the disadvantage of having a channel which is rather heav-

ily doped. Under the normal fabricating condition,the

impurity concentration at the source end of the channel is

usually more than two orders of magnitude higher than the

concentration at the drain end of the channel. Such a

sharp impurity gradient is needed at the drain junction in

order to reduce the channel modulation and to raise the

punch-through voltage of the channel. However, the heavy

impurity concentration near the source end of the channel

reduces the effective mobility so much that the transcon-

ductance of the device is reduced greatly. To compromise

among all these requirements, one can either have a channel

with low impurity concentration in order to enjoy a high

mobility while keeping the drain at nearly intrinsic level

and suffering from a high drain series resistance, or have

a drain with moderate doping level and raise the impurity

concentration of the channel accordingly, which also re-

duces the mobility.

The problem can be eased greatly by using an epitaxial

layer to replace the diffused channel. By proper choice of

the substrate material and the doping level of the epi-

taxial layer, a sharp gradient is maintained at the drain

junction while the channel bulk is kept at a moderate
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doping level to preserve mobility. Fig. 23 illustrates the

construction of such a device.

Gafe Source a G. Drain

Fig. 23. The epitaxial-channel MOS-transistor.

The design of the epitaxial-channel MOS-transistor and

its characteristics are very much the same as the planar

MOS-transistor except for the dimension of the channel and

its drain output characteristics.

The doping level of the epitaxial layer can be ad-

justed to meet a particular requirement on the threshold

voltage and the demand for the effective mobility which

is related to the bulk mobility of the epitaxial layer.

Once the doping level of the epitaxial layer has been

chosen, the impurity concentration of the substrate, which

serves as the drain region of the transistor, can be se-

lected to give a desired drain characteristic such as the

junction breakdown voltage and saturation resistance.

The breakdown voltage and the channel-modulation of
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the epitaxial MOS-transistor are very simple to calculate.

The breakdown voltage of the device follows the simple

theory of a step junction, where the reverse bias of the

junction is taken to be the difference between the drain

supply voltage, Vdd, and the drain saturation voltage, Vds.

The modulation of channel length in the epitaxial de-

vice can be calculated by using the depletion approximation.

The amount of the channel-length modulation is given by:

Nd/Na 2

X .
r
2E

s
q N

d
+N

a
(Vdd -Vds)}

(78)

If the impurity concentration of the channel is not

extremely low, the low frequency output impedance of the

device comes mostly from the channel-modulation and the

output impedance of the device is given by:

r 1.14

x
ds aL11

-1 (L- )

2 Na
2

Z
out dd 2 W(

2 [Es N(Vdd-Vds)]
Pr' VG Vth'

(79)

where Na and N
d

are impurity concentrations of the channel

and the drain respectively. The detailed derivation of the

above relation has been worked out in Appendix III.

It is clear from the foregoing analysis that the main

influence of the channel impurity on the output impedance

is through the static channel-shorting, L' = L-x , and also

the impurity concentration terms under the square root.

It is also important to note that the output impedance of
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such a device is very sensitive to the channel modulation

if the channel length of the device is in the order of a

micrometer or less.

The epitaxial-channel MOS-transistor requires an

additional isolation-diffusion to minimize the area of the

drain junction and its junction capacitance. The isola-

tion-diffusion also serves as the ohmic contact to the

drain region.

The epitaxial-channel MOS-transistor is not the most

attractive construction of all possible variations. The

drain junction area of the epitaxial-channel device is

large, and the capacitance of the large drain junction

tends to reduce the high frequency capability of the de-

vice. Although the capacitance can be reduced by lowering

the impurity concentration of the channel and drain, the

restriction on the threshold voltage and the drain series

resistance both limit the range of improvement attainable

by adjusting the impurity levels alone.

For common-source operations, a structure,which takes

full advantage of the new design is the all-epitaxial con-

struction. It is easy to fabricate and also suitable for

high-frequency applications. Fig. 24 sketches the basic

structure of such a device.

The all-epitaxial construction utilizes two epitaxial

layers, which can be deposited in a single epitaxial opera-

tion, to replace two critical diffusion processes. Two
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non-critical diffusions are then followed to give the iso-

lation and the ohmic contact to the drain electrode.

Fig. 24. The all-epitaxial construction.

The area of the drain junction is greatly reduced in

the above construction, and integrated circuits using all-

epitaxial transistors can easily be organized.

The all-epitaxial transistors are attractive for low-

voltage applications where the drain supply voltage is

moderate such that the n-type epitaxial layer for the drain

can be as thin as a few micrometers. A thin drain layer

reduces the gate-to-drain overlapping capacitance, and also

needs less time for the isolation diffusion.
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V. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The Design of Experimental Devices and Mask Layout

Experimental devices were constructed on a chip of the

size 0.127x0.127 cm
2

. There were four new MOS-transistors

on each chip with channel width of 1320, 965, 1525 and 190

4m respectively. Also included on the chip were a planar

MOST in the typical "maze" structure and a bipolar transis-

tor for the investigation of forming a MOS-bipolar combined

system. In addition to active devices, a diffused resistor

of ten squares in the base region and another diffused

resistor of 100 squares in the emitter region were also

included for the evaluation of each diffused layer. A

thick-oxide capacitor and a thin-oxide capacitor of known

geometry were provided to estimate the parasitic capaci-

tance and the gate capacitance, and an emitter-diode of

circular geometry was provided for the evaluation diffusion

profiles.

Since the main interest of this project was to inves-

tigate a high frequency MOS-device, the experiment was con-

fined to n-channel devices only. The impurity concentra-

tion at the source end of the channel ranged from 10
16

to

10
17 atoms/cm

3 corresponding to a "base sheet-resistance"

between 100 ohm/sq. to 200 ohm/sq. depending upon the

junction depth of the channel layer. The emitter diffusion

-- the source layer -- had a surface concentration in the
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order of 10
20 to 10

21 atoms/cm
3

, corresponding to a sheet

resistance between 5.0 ohm/sq. to 15 ohm/sq. for a junc-

tion depth from 1.0 to 2.5 The range of the impurity

concentration for each diffused layer was set and limited

mostly by the starting material and the diffusion facili-

ties available to this project rather than by a critical

design of the new device.

Loose margins were used between each successive dif-

fusion mask to ease fabrication difficulties, but it also

increased the size of each device. Spacings between suc-

cessive diffusion-boundaries were kept at 65 micrometers.

Windows, which masked the silicon etching, were 4.76 µm in

width which yielded a groove of 3.33 µm in depth on satura-

tion. Overlaps between the gate and the source region

beyond the side walls of the groove were designed to be

six micrometers, which was set by the limit of the photo-

engraving process.

A photograph of mask layout is given in Fig. 25, and

geometrical dimensions of each element are listed in Appen-

dix V. A microphotograph of an actual chip is also in-

cluded.

400:1 reduction was adopted in making the masks to

guarantee good resolution. The 40:1 first reduction was

followed by a 10:1 reduction of the step-and-repeat camera

to give the final mask.
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Six masks used in this experiment are:

(1) The mask for p-type channel diffusion.

(2) The mask for N-+type source diffusion.

(3) The mask for silicon etching.

(4) The mask for removing oxide at the channel.

(5) The ohmic-contact mask.

(6) The mask for metal etching.

For IC applications of the new device, isolations be-

tween neighboring devices are necessary, and N-on-P epi-

taxial wafers should be used as the starting material with

an additional isolation diffusion prior to the channel dif-

fusion. Mask No. 4 is not needed if the planar MOS-tran-

sistor is not included on the chip.

Fabrication of Double-Diffused MOS-Transistors

Fabrication steps used in this experiment are basical-

ly the same as those used for bipolar ICs. The following

is a list of important steps:

(1) The initial cleaning of silicon wafers: The

chemically polished wafers were degreased with repeated

rinsing in TCE, acetone and deionized water. It was fol-

lowed by boiling the wafers in 50% sulfuric acid and 50%

nitric acid for 30 minutes each. The cleaning step was

concluded by a final rinsing in running deionized water

and drying with nitrogen.

(2) The initial oxidation: A layer of thick thermal
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oxide was deposited immediately after the cleaning step.

Thick oxide was required to mask the first diffusion and

to reduce parasitic capacitance of the finished device.

Wet oxidation was employed with oxygen bubbling through a

water bath which was kept at 97°C. The oxidation tempera-

ture was 1100°C, and it produced an oxide thickness of

7500 A within a period of three hours. The wet oxidation

was followed by thirty minutes annealing in the same fur-

nace in nitrogen. The annealing step reduced interface

states and restored the uniformity of surface impurity con-

centration of the wafer.

(3) The masking operation for channel diffusion:

Since the isolation diffusion was skipped, the first mask-

ing operation was for the channel diffusion. A standard

planar process was used to delineate diffusion windows.

The positive photoresist, AZ-1350, was used for its

high resolution. The masking operation was followed by

the cleaning step (1), -- TCE rinsing was skipped in this

case -- which was established as the standard cleaning

process prior to all high temperature operations.

(4) The channel diffusion: The channel diffusion

corresponds to the base diffusion of a bipolar transistor.

The usual two-step diffusion was adopted for all diffusion

operations. Two types of dopants were used for the boron-

diffusion: the emulsion-type dopant dries to a uniform

source-film after coating the emulsion on the silicon
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wafer with a spinner. The deposition consisted of a

15 - minute air soak at a desired temperature recommended

by the manufacturer. 1 The residual dopant-film at the

silicon surface was removed after deposition, and normal

diffusion was followed to redistribute impurity atoms to

obtain the desired surface concentration and junction

depth.

The other dopant used in this experiment was the boron

nitride wafer. The deposition process was slightly differ-

ent, and will be discussed later. Junction depth and sheet

resistance were always checked at the end of the scheduled

diffusion time to provide a close control of the process.

(5) The masking for source diffusion: The masking

step generates windows for the N +- diffusion of the source

region and also ohmic contacts. The photoengraving process

is the same as step (3).

(6) The source diffusion: The source diffusion pro-

vides the source region, the ohmic contact to the drain,

the emitter of a bipolar transistor, and the diffused re-

sistor included in order to evaluate the source diffusion.

Two types of dopants were investigated: the phosphorus

nitride powder and the phosphorus-emulsion. A two-step

diffusion process was also followed.

(7) The masking operation for silicon etching: The

lEmulsitone Co., P.O. Box 99, Livingston, N.J.
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operation generated windows in the oxide within the bound-

ary of the source region. Oxide was used to mask against

the silicon etching. This masking operation is more criti-

cal than ever since it directly determines the dimension of

the channel. Thin oxide is preferred for better resolu-

tion; however, it also tends to increase the parasitic

capacitance.

(8) The silicon etching: The anisotropic etching of

silicon cuts a V-shaped groove at the source surface, goes

through the channel bulk, and finally reaches the drain

junction. The V-shaped groove exposes the cross-sectional

view of the substrate and two diffused layers to form the

surface of the MOS-channel.

The KOH system was used for this purpose in this proj-

ect and the particular solution used gave good control over

etching rate and yielded excellent etched surfaces.

(9) Control over possible contamination: The fresh

silicon surface produced by the silicon etching is rich in

residual potassium ions. It is not suitable for device

making until the surface contamination can be removed.

Rinsing in deionized water in conjunction with neutraliz-

ing with warm hydrochloric acid was used effectively to

achieve this very purpose.

(10) Removing the masking oxide: The thick oxide over

the channel area of the planar MOS-transistor was removed

after the source diffusion (which was also the drain
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diffusion for the planar transistor). A layer of clean

oxide was regrown to serve as the gate insulator. The

masking operation at this stage needs special care since

grooves on the surface may cause some problem in the coat-

ing of the photoresist.

(11) Surface preparation for the deposition of the

gate insulator: The exposed silicon surface in the channel

region was cleaned for the second time to remove contamina-

tion introduced through the previous masking operation.

(12) Deposition of the gate oxide: A layer of thermal

oxide was deposited onto the exposed channel surface until

a desired thickness was reached. Wet oxidation at 1100°C

was employed to minimize the oxidation time so as to reduce

the self-diffusion within the channel caused by an out-

diffusion from the N+ source region into the p-type channel.

The oxidation was followed by annealing to reduce surface-

state-charge density at the oxide-silicon interface. The

oxidation cycle, which consisted of four minutes oxidation

and ten minutes annealing, produced 1700 A of oxide at the
0

surface (on the <100> crystal plane) and 2000 A of oxide

at the V-shaped groove (on the <111> crystal plane).

(13) The masking operation for ohmic contacts: Photo-

engraving operations generated windows for ohmic contacts.

The masking operation followed the same precaution de-

scribed in (10), and cleaning steps after the masking oper-

ation was also critical.
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(14) Deposition of metal contacts and alloying:

Vacuum deposition of aluminum was followed by the metal-

etching to provide contact patterns to each device, and the

alloying concluded the fabrication of the new MOS-transis-

tor.

The device is basically completed at this point except

for the additional bake-out or annealing normally added to

improve device stability.

The Diffusion System -- The Channel Boron-Diffusion

Since the impurity profile of the channel determines

the characteristics of a double-diffused MOS-transistor,

the diffusion system used in this experiment greatly af-

fects the performance of the final products. The limita-

tion on diffusion temperature available, the condition of

furnace tubes and the uniformity of doping result offered

by solid dopants all add up to affect experimental result

and to cause deviations between theoretical predictions

and experimental data. The following is a brief account

of diffusion systems employed in this project:

(1) The boron-emulsion dopant: The boron-emulsion was

provided by Emulsitone Company. To start the boron diffu-

sion, the silicon wafer to be doped was coated with a uni-

form layer of the dopant film. A photoresist spinner was

used for this purpose, and the thickness of the coating

was adjusted by varying the speed of the spinner. The
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wafer was baked dry at 150°C after coating, and the deposi-

tion was done by soaking the coated silicon wafer in air at

950°C or any other desired temperature. A glass-like dop-

ing element and SiO2 matrix formed at the silicon surface

during the air soak, which acted as the boron source.

The following table, as reported by the manufacturer

of the dopant material, gives a reference for the typical

doping results.

Typical Doping Results Using Emulsion Source

(1) Boron Emulsion (15 min. soak in air)

Furnace
temp.

(°C)

Sheet
resistance

(ohm/sq.)

Surface
concentration

(atoms/cm3)

850 1,350 1x10
19

900 150 5x10
19

950 70 2x10
20

1000 50 5x10
20

1100 10 10
21

1200 3 10
21

Experimental results followed roughly the manufactur-

er's data with 10-15% spread, and they were found to be

slightly influenced by the coating thickness of the dopant

film. There was a layer of glass-like film left at the

silicon surface after the deposition, and the residual

dopant film was hard to remove even after prolonged etch-

ing in a buffer HF solution, which stripped the masking

oxide completely.
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After the removal of the residual dopant film, the wafer

was then prepared for the drive-in diffusion to give the

desired impurity distribution and junction depth. The

drive-in diffusion was performed at 1100°C for a period

ranging from thirty minutes to five hours in various com-

binations of ambient gases.

The choice of 950°C as the deposition temperature was

limited by furnace setup available. The resulting surface

impurity concentration was in the order of 10
20 atoms/cm

3
,

which was much too high for the current need. Although the

surface concentration can be lowered by the drive-in diffu-

sion, the process is inefficient and time consuming as

it may take hundreds of hours to reduce the surface concen-

tration by one order of magnitude. At the same time, the

long channel diffusion certainly will yield a very deep

drain junction, which either increases the channel length

of the transistor or demands an equally deep source junc-

tion in order to maintain a short channel length. The

MOS-transistor is degraded in either case.

The boron-emulsion dopant was abandoned due to the

high surface impurity concentration and poor junction char-

acteristics after a period of trials and improvements. The

boron nitride wafer was available later, and was used as

the p-type dopant for the channel diffusion thereafter.

The boron nitride system was successful after several

refinements.
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The boron nitride wafer was 3.18 cm in diameter and

0.16 cm in thickness. The wafer was degreased and cleaned

in organic solvents, and baked dry before use. It was then

placed in the furnace for oxidation. A three-hour oxida-

tion at 950°C in air converted the surface layer of the

boron nitride wafer into a B
2
0
3
film which was the active

impurity source for the boron deposition. Although the

consumption of B203 film was small during the deposition

process, periodic oxidation of the boron nitride wafer was

necessary to maintain a reliable supply of the source film.

Due to the size of the furnace tube available and also

the irregularity of silicon wafers, the transverse-tube

arrangement of the source and the silicon wafer was used

in this experiment. A quartz boat was built for this pur-

pose. The boat consists of a flat quartz block, which

supports the silicon wafer, and spacers, which maintain

the boron nitride wafer at 0.46 cm above the silicon wafer.

A baffle is added at the upstream end of the boat to mini-

mize turbulence which might cause nonuniform deposition.

The deposition was first carried out at 950°C in ni-

trogen; however, the long range reproducibility was poor,

which could have been caused by the variation of B203 film

at the surface of the boron nitride wafer. The B
2
0
3

film

was not replenished in the non-oxidizing environment.

The "carrier gas" was then changed to a mixture of

283 cc/min. nitrogen and 47 cc/min. oxygen, and consistent
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results were obtained at each deposition with uniform sur-

face concentration on each single wafer. The boron nitride

wafer is oxidized before use to establish the initial sup-

ply of the B203 film, and the supply of B203 is maintained

during the deposition cycle if it is carried out in the

mixture of N2 and 02.

The result of deposition using the boron nitride wafer

is summarized in Fig. 26, where the surface sheet-resist-

ance is plotted against the deposition time. Deposition

temperature, carrier gas, and resistivity of the starting

material are also indicated on each curve.

Curves No. 1 and No. 2 are derived from experiments

with a transverse-tube arrangement and a separation of

0.46 cm between the silicon wafer and the boron nitride

wafer; whereas curve No. 3 is derived from an industrial

source using cross-tube arrangement for a batch process.

The reproducibility was good for the depositions car-

ried out in the oxidizing environment provided that the

deposition time was longer than ten minutes. The limit of

ten minutes was set by the thermal mass of the quartz boat

which disturbed the furnace temperature when it was intro-

duced.

The deposition temperature of 950°C was used through-

out the experiment as it was the only available tempera-

ture. The boron nitride system seemed to yield a lower

surface impurity concentration as compared with the
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Fig. 26. Surface sheet-resistance of the channel
deposition using boron nitride.
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boron-emulsion. According to a calculation based upon the

junction depth and the sheet resistance of the diffused

layer, the boron nitride system gave a surface impurity

concentration in a range between 10
18 atoms/cm3

to 10
19

atoms/cm3 for depositions carried out at 950°C. The above

surface concentration is typical for the base layer of a

bipolar transistor; however, it is much too high for the

channel of a MOS-transistor.

If the double-diffused MOS-transistor has a moderate

source-junction depth, the quoted channel diffusion will

yield an impurity concentration at the beginning of the

MOS-channel -- the source end of the channel -- on the

order of 10
17

atoms/cm
3

, which is higher than a usual de-

sign. Since the deposition temperature was fixed at 950°C

in this experiment and the deposition time less than

15 minutes was difficult to control, the impurity con-

centration of the channel was adjusted by the combined

effort of varying the source diffusion and the drain junc-

tion so as to vary the intersecting point of two Gaussian

functions. Such an adjustment was difficult and critical.

Diffusion Profile of the Channel Region, Impurity

Mobility and the Threshold Voltage

If the channel diffusion is shallow, such that the

drain junction is less than two micrometers, impurity con-

centration at the beginning of the MOS-channel is very
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sensitive to the junction depth of the source diffusion.

The result of sample evaluations showed that variations of

the source junction by a fraction of a micrometer may shift

the impurity concentration at the source end of the channel

by an order of magnitude. Variations in channel impurity

profile were reflected by the spread in threshold voltage

and transconductance of MOS-transistors on samples with

similar channel diffusions.

If the channel impurity concentration is in the order

of 10 17 atoms/cm3 , the bulk mobility of the channel materi-

al is almost equal to the impurity-mobility of silicon and

is less than 500 cm
2/v-sec for electrons (39, 53). The

impurity-mobility of semiconductors is given by the Conwell

and Wiesskopf equation (6, 7), and is almost in inverse

proportion to the impurity concentration. The surface

mobility is generally less than the bulk mobility, and its

dependence on the impurity concentration is stronger than

an inverse proportion (9).

The influence of the source diffusion on the threshold

voltage of devices with shallow channel diffusion can be

seen immediately by an evaluation of their diffusion pro-

files and the part of the threshold voltage which depends

upon bulk charge. The bulk dependent term of the threshold

voltage is given in Fig. 27 for a wide range of channel

impurity and several oxide thicknesses.

The metal-semiconductor work-function and the
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surface-state-charge density are roughly independent of

the bulk impurity concentration, and they can be added on

to the bulk term to give the total threshold voltage of a

MOS-transistor. For the n-channel device using aluminum

as metal electrodes, the work-function difference is rough-

ly -1.0 volt, and the surface-state-charge density of the

<111> silicon is given in the following table:

Oxidation

condition
Qss/q

(charges/cm-)

Q /CSS OX
(volts)

Tox
(A)

Annealed
in N

2

Dry 02
at 1100°C

Wet 02
at 1100°C

111.4x10

112.2x10

114.2x10

-0.63
-1.25

-1.00
-2.00

-1.90
-3.80

1000
2000

1000
2000

1000
2000

Fig. 28 shows the relationship between the depth of

the source junction and the threshold voltage of a MOS-

transistor for several typical channel diffusions.

If the deposition is carried out at 950°C, the surface

impurity concentration of the channel diffusion remains

almost constant at 5x10
18 atoms/cm3

, and the junction depth

of the channel diffusion increases with the increase of

diffusion time. Several typical junction depths, 2.0, 2.5,

3.0 and 3.5 are given in Fig. 28.
0

The gate oxide thickness was assumed to be 2000 A in

the preparation of the theoretical curves, and the
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surface-state-charge density was taken to be 4.4x1011 cm-2

for the <111> silicon surface.

Several experimental data points are also included in

the graph, but only a few of them come close to the theo-

retical curves. The deviation comes from the fact that

(1) the accuracy of the measurement of the junction depth

is within ± 0.3 p,m,which is apparently a large source of

errors, (2) the impurity profile of the channel diffusion

usually deviates from a Gaussian distribution which is

assumed to be the ideal impurity distribution for theoreti-

cal calculations, and (3) the contamination of the gate

oxide introduces an additional shift in threshold voltages

measured.

From above facts, it is understood that Fig. 28 is

given to show the necessity of a tight control over the

diffusion parameters in order to yield a desirable thresh-

old voltage, rather than to show a point-to-point match

between experimental data and theoretical calculations.

Fig. 28 reveals two general aspects of the double-

diffused structure: (1) the threshold voltage of the MOS-

transistor follows closely the impurity concentration at

the source end of the MOS channel; (2) for the same start-

ing material and channel diffusion, the threshold voltage

of a device can be adjusted by the source diffusion alone.

One can also notice that the control of source diffu-

sion becomes more critical when the channel diffusion is
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shallow. This is indicated by the increasing slope of curves

withthedecreaseofthedrainjunctiondepth,M.3 .For

thecurvewithM.3 = 2.0 wri in Fig. 28, a shift of the

source junction depth by 0.2 micrometer may result in a

shift of the threshold voltage by ten volts:

The Source Diffusion

Although the source diffusion is important in the

sense that it provides a means to adjust the channel length

and the channel impurity profile, impurity profile of the

source region itself has only a minor effect on the charac-

teristics of the MOS-transistor. A sharp source junction

is not essential to the MOS-transistor, but source junction

should be as shallow as possible so as to reduce the

source-to-gate parasitic capacitance. The source impurity

concentration also should be high enough so that it may

serve as an effective supplier of inversion charges to the

channel.

However, the surface concentration of the source re-

gion can not be excessively heavy such that the crystal

structure there is heavily damaged, or there will be dif-

ficulties in forming a smooth channel-surface during the

silicon etching.

Two deposition systems were investigated for the

source diffusion: the phosphorus-emulsion and the phos-

phorus nitride systems (26).
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(1) The phosphorus-emulsion was supplied by the same

company which provided the boron-emulsion, and typical re-

sults, using the emulsion system reported by the supplier,

were as follows:

Phosphorus Emulsion System
Deposition Results (15 min. air soak)

Deposition Sheet Surface
temp. resistance concentration
(°C) (ohm/sq.) (atoms/cm3)

850 540 lx10
19

900 85 5x10
19

950 35 lx10
20

1000 10 5x10
20

1100 5 10
21

1200 2 10
21

Deposition of the source-layer, using the phos-

phorus emulsion and 15 minutes soak in air at 1000°C, gave

uniform results. But the emulsion system tended to leave

a phosphorus glass which caused surface cracks possibly due

to large difference in thermal coefficients between the

phosphorus-rich glass and the SiO2. These cracks caused

difficulties in succeeding masking operations which needed

good resolution for a 4.76 I'm window. Moreover, the sili-

con crystal at the top of the source region seemed to be

heavily damaged by the high impurity concentration intro-

duced by the emulsion source such that in certain cases

the damaged surface would not react with the hot silicon

etchant even after prolonged immersion. Indirect coating
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of the phosphorus emulsion did solve the above problem;

however, it usually required multiple deposition,and re-

sults were not always reproducible.

(2) The phosphorus nitride system was employed after

unsuccessful trials with the emulsion system. An open box

was constructed for the phosphorus nitride system, where

the dopant powder was kept in a covered slot at the bottom

of the box and the silicon wafer was supported at the open

end of the box with the working surface facing the dopant.

Depositions were performed at 950°C with nitrogen as

the "carrier gas." This minimum available temperature was

chosen to give a low surface impurity concentration so as

to reduce the surface-damage problem, and long deposition

time was used to form a step-function type source impurity

profile.

The effect of the source impurity profile on the fre-

quency response of the new MOS-transistor was not investi-

gated in this project, but the influence of surface damage,

as caused by the heavy surface impurity concentration, was

studied.

In order to avoid surface damage, several test runs

were made with a deposition time as short as 15 minutes

(at 950°C) and a long drive-in period to lower the surface

concentration so as to minimize surface damage. Etched

surfaces on these: samples were extremely smooth and con-

taining low dislocation-counts. However, a low impurity
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concentration at the source junction might introduce extra

series resistance to the source electrode.

Fig. 29 shows the minimum on-resistance of the MOS-

transistor as a function of the source diffusion. The on-

resistance is measured with maximum gate bias and small

drain potential, and the source diffusion is represented

by deposition time at 950°C. It is apparent from these

data that the on-resistance has weak dependence on the

source diffusion.

Such a weak dependence can be explained by the model

developed in Fig. 30: As the gate electrode of the new

transistor overlaps with the whole length of the source

layer, the low concentration tail of the source layer at

the vicinity of the source-junction is turned into a high

conductivity accumulation layer upon the application of a

positive gate-voltage. The accumulation layer connects

the channel to the source electrode, and is present when-

ever the gate signal is strong enough to invert the chan-

nel surface. The "source tail," if it is comparable in

length to the channel, may affect the high-frequency be-

havior of the device. Since accumulation charges in the

source-tail region must be supplied by the electron-rich

surface of the source region, the tail actually increases

the channel length or the transit time of the device.

There is another reason for requiring the source to

have an abrupt impurity profile: Since the requirement
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on silicon etching prohibits the use of excessive surface

impurity concentration, the complementary error-function

type source impurity profile used presents a considerable

problem if aluminum is used to provide ohmic contacts to

the source electrode. As the surface concentration of the

source region is moderate and the source junction is within

a micrometer in depth, the alloyed junction between the

metallic aluminum and the n-type silicon may penetrate the

source region such that a leaky source junction results.

For the discrete MOS-transistor under consideration, such

a soft junction does not have harmful effect provided that
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no back-gate bias is needed. On the contrary, if the pene-

tration depth of the alloyed junction is well controlled,

it provides an effective source contact as well as an ef-

fective means of biasing the back-gate -- the channel bulk

-- at the source potential. However, if the new MOS-

transistor is incorporated in a MOS-bipolar combined sys-

tem, and if the source region of the MOS-transistor and the

emitter of the bipolar transistor share the same diffusion

process, a soft emitter junction will certainly damage the

injection efficiency of the bipolar transistor.

For the above reason, if a combined system is to be

formed, the source and emitter diffusion is preferred to

be done at a low deposition temperature and a long deposi-

tion time, which is followed by a short drive-in cycle.

The high-temperature deposition normally employed in form-

ing the emitter of the bipolar transistor should be

avoided.

Anisotropic Etching of Silicon

The selective etchant used in this project consists

of aqueous solution of reagent-grade KOH with isopropanol

added as catalytic agent. Although difference in etching

rate for different crystallographic orientations was not

investigated in particular, experimental data revealed

excellent anisotropic nature of the etchant.
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Fig. 31a shows the etching rates for the masked and

the unmasked etching of a test wafer, which is a 0.4 ohm-cm

p-type silicon. Almost linear etching rate was observed

for the open etching, whereas sharp saturation of the etch-

ing depth was observed for the masked samples. Saturation

occurred roughly after ten minutes, which is indicated by

a sharp corner of curve (2) in Fig. 31a. A mask of six

micrometers in width was used, and the depth of etched

grooves saturated roughly at 0.7 times the width of the

grooves in agreement with the theory.

Fig. 31b shows the etching time versus the depth of

grooves, where each datum point was collected from an indi-

vidual test run and each point had different masking and

diffusion conditions. Although there is considerable

spread among data points, an ideal saturation curve still

exists.

The deviation between the run-to-run data and the

ideal saturation curve is believed to be the result of the

nonuniformity of the photoengraving process which defines

the width of each groove. It was observed on some test

runs that the width of masking windows was widened by 50%

over the designed width as the result of poor surface con-

ditions.

A simple water bath was used to maintain the etchant

at a constant temperature which was chosen to be 75°C in

order to give moderate etching rate and a low evaporation
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rate of the etchant.

Rate-controlled etching was carried out for the first

half of the experiment, where a minimum etching time was

controlled to reach the desired groove depth. The etching

time ranged from four to eight minutes for grooves between

two to four micrometers in depth.

The rate-controlled process did yield smooth etched

surfaces provided that the surface impurity concentration

of the silicon was low and that the deposition time of the

source diffusion was much less than the corresponding

drive-in time.

For surfaces with low impurity concentration, the rate-

controlled process usually induced irregularities in the

form of small pyramids within the channel area as well as

over the general surface exposed to etching. The density

of pyramids at the etched surface seemed to be sensitive

to the source diffusion and was lower in the channel area

than over the general surface.

The pyramid-structure induced by the selective etching

is clearly visible in Fig. 32, where the <100> surface

Of the etched silicon is shown. The same type of irregu-

larities also appeared in the channel area, and is believed

to consist of four <111> crystal planes intersecting at

a slow-etching spot near the silicon surface.

As an unclean silicon surface, just as a highly doped

surface, may cause irregularities at the etched surface,
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(a) SiO
2
covered area

(b) Etched silicon surface

400 magnification

Fig. 32. The pyriamid-structure at the
<100> silicon surface after
anisotropic etching.
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organic solvents and hot acids were used to clean the sili-

con surface prior to the etching process. Etching of a

poor silicon surface may result in numerous surface irregu-

larities in the form of small pits which darken the silicon

surface. It is believed that these pits, if occurring at

the channel surface, greatly reduce the surface mobility

of the channel. In some instances, the effective mobility

of the MOS-transistor was as low as ten cm
2
/v-sec. whenever

numerous pits appeared in the channel area.

Fig. 33 shows such a rough surface as a result of a

rate - controlled etching on a one ohm-cm p-type epitaxial

wafer. The wafer was etched for four minutes in the se-

lective etchant, which stripped the 2.5 pm epitaxial layer

to provide air isolation between adjacent channel regions.

Fig. 33 also shows the results of saturated etching

at the channel area of the No. 4 and No. 6 transistors and

also at a registration mark and at a large rectangular area

provided for the evaluation of surface oxide.

The saturated etching generally yields defect-free

surfaces and provides true <111> crystal-planes for the

channel surface.

Fig. 34 shows the shape of the channel surfaces of a

device with ten grooves. The saturated etching required

16 minutes. The wedge-shaped grooves show all four

<111> crystal planes at each groove, and each wall of

the grooves appears shiny and flat on visual inspection
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(a) Source N+ region (b) Channel p region
(c) Drain N region (p-type epi. layer etched off)
(d) Etched silicon surface (uncontrolled)
200 magnification

Fig. 33. Poor silicon surface as the result of
rate controlled anisotropic etching.
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(a) Source region
(c) Drain region

(b) Channel region
400 magnification

Left: Multi-channel MOS-transistor after etching.

Number of parallel channels: 20
Width of each channel : 78 p,m

Total channel width : 1525

Source region area : 1.7x10-4 cm2

Channel region area : 3.3x10-4 cm2
W/L ratio : 1000
Channel length : 1.5 4m

Right: Planar MOS-transistor after source and
drain diffusion.

Channel length
W/L ratio
Total area

: 5

: 100
: 3.7x10

-4 cm2

Fig. 34. The etched surface of a new MOS-tran-
sistor and a comparison in device
geometry with a planar MOS-transistor.
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under a 400-times magnification. Depth of each groove is

saturated at approximately 4.5 µm which is roughly 0.7

times the width of the masking window as predicted by the

geometrical relation.

At the right side of Fig. 34 is a planar MOS-transis-

tor. The channel length of that transistor is roughly six

micrometers, and the W/L ratio is approximately 100.

As a comparison, the new MOS-transistor at the left has a

W/L ratio of approximately 1000 if the channel width

(which is 1.23 times the "base width ") is taken to be

1.5

Once grooves are formed over the silicon surface, the

succeeding photomasking process is proved to be critical.

As the surface of the wafer is no longer flat, the standard

masking process may cause faults such as short-circuits

between the gate and the source, poor transconductance, and

others. These faults may be traced to failures in photo-

masking process after the silicon etching. The above dif-

ficulties can be reduced by careful prosecution of each

masking step, but a foolproof method is not yet available.

The Control of Contaminations from Potassium Ions

Since KOH was used as the etchant, contamination of

the gate oxide by residual potassium ions was one of the

sources causing the instability of MOS-transistors.

No special effort was given to this problem since
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there were other factors such as furnace tubes and chemi-

cals which also contributed to the instability.

Primitive studies showed that the KOH etchant did not

pose a special threat to the stability problem if proper

cleaning was employed immediately after each chemical etch-

ing. Rinsing with deionized water in an ultrasonic tank

was effective, but the addition of a "neutralizing" step

by rinsing the wafer in warm hydrochloric acid for ten to

fifteen minutes was proved to be more reliable.

The Measurement of Effective Mobilities for the

Pinched-off MOS-Channels

From the first-order model, the saturation transcon-

ductance of the MOST given by Equation 34 depends mainly

upon the geometry of the device and the so-called effective

mobility. For devices of different geometries and differ-

ent physical structures, the quality of a device can be

measured by the effective mobility so defined. With some

algebra, one can derive the expression for the effective

mobility from the first-order model.

Id ,/ yds 1 2L
Tox

4eff l dV
G

W E Ox
(80)

The effective mobility given by Equation 80 is a para-

meter involving many complicated processes such as the sur-

face scattering, the impurity scattering of the semicon-

ductor bulk, the hot-electron effect in the channel near
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the drain, and the effect of a nonuniform drift field and

the nonuniform carrier concentration along the channel.

The impurity concentration of the channel investigated

in this project covers a broad range from 1016 to 5x1018

atoms/cm3
, which is much wider than what have been reported

by any of the previous studies (9, 14, 19, 28, 33, 40, 43,

44). The surface scattering encountered in the new MOS-

transistor is certainly far more severe than ever reported.

It is understandable since the surface electric field re-

quired at the beginning of the surface-inversion is 10
4

volts/cm for a channel doping of 1015 atoms/cm3
. It in-

creases to 6x105 volts/cm when the impurity concentration

increases to 10
18

atoms/cm
3

(10).

Fig. 35 gives the typical relation between the square-

root of the saturation drain current, (Ids)2, and the ef-

fective gate voltage, V=VG -Vth. Several samples of dif-

ferent impurity concentrations and different channel

lengths are included.

A linear relationship between the saturation drain

current and the applied gate voltage dominates the main

portion of all curves where the gate bias is a few volts be-

yond the threshold level. This is an indication that the

first-order device model is an excellent approximation to

estimate the current-voltage relationship of the double-

diffused MOS-transistor.

According to Equation 80, the slope of the (Ids)
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versus V
G

plot is a measure of the effective mobility. A

constant slope of a curve indicates a constant effective

mobility within the operating range.

The effective mobility is calculated for each curve

and is plotted against the impurity concentration at the

source end of the MOS-channel. Fig. 36 shows the result

of such a calculation. The bulk mobility (39, 53), Pnb in

this case, and the surface mobility, u
ns'

according to
'

Schrieffer's theory (10), are also shown for limited range

of bulk impurity levels.

Although the effective mobility of a pinched-off chan-

nel is a complicated function of many variables, the bulk

mobility at the source end of the channel appears to have

dominating influence over the rest. This is expected,

since the density of inversion charges is the highest there

and the drift field is the lowest if the drain end of the

channel is pinched-off. Under such a circumstance, current

transport within the channel is determined by a linear re-

lationship between the drift field and the effective mobil-

ity at the source end of the channel, whereas a saturation

of drift velocity is reached by all carriers on approaching

the drain electrode such that the mobility of carriers

there does not have an apparent influence over current

transport.

The measured effective mobilities are lower than their

corresponding bulk values, and the percentage of reduction
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is higher for channels with high impurity concentration

than for channels with doping level below 10
17

atoms/cm
3

.

The large reduction in effective mobilities for channels

with high impurity concentration is an indication that

surface-scattering starts to play an important role, al-

though the impurity-scattering is always a strong influen-

tial factor.

The choice of the impurity concentration at the source

end of the channel as the basis of comparison is rather

arbitrary. There are variations among mobility data from

samples of similar impurity concentration, and the varia-

tion is a good indication that the impurity profile also

has some influence on the effective mobility.

It is rather difficult to extract the influence of the

impurity profile on the effective mobility from the over-

all bulk effect. It seems that the influence of the im-

purity profile is only mild, and moreover, there are not

enough samples which can provide a fair basis to make such

a comparison.

An interesting arrangement, however, has been made

which can demonstrate the qualitative nature of the influ-

ence brought about by the impurity profile. Although it is

difficult to vary the impurity profile arbitrarily while

maintaining all other device parameters as fixed, it is a

simple matter to provide a pair of samples having exactly

the same device parameters except for the impurity profile,
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which are opposite to each other: The current-voltage

characteristic of a sample is measured first in the normal

manner. Then by interchanging the connections between the

source and the drain of the device, we have a new sample

which has an inverted impurity profile for the channel.

The current-voltage characteristic is taken again under

this "inverted mode."

Since these two sets of data are taken from a single

device, all geometrical factors are exactly the same, and

a comparison of the two effective mobilities derived from

above measurements reveals exactly the influence of the

impurity profile.

Fig. 37 shows several sets of such measurements, and

Fig. 38 is a plot of the effective mobility-ratio,

Nor.1//eff. Inv.
. The impurity concentration at the

source end of the channel is again taken as the reference

for comparison. As the impurity gradient of a Gaussian

distribution is not a constant of position and it is almost

impossible to prepare samples with different impurity gra-

dient while maintaining a fixed channel length and a fixed

impurity concentration, the impurity concentration at the

source end of the channel is taken to be the reference as

a second choice.

It is obvious from Fig. 37 and Fig. 38 that a device

is degraded when the channel impurity profile is inverted

from its "normal order." The amount of degradation, as
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gauged by the mobility-ratio, appears to depend more upon

the impurity level of the channel than upon the impurity

gradient itself. For channels with impurity concentration

beyond 10
18 atoms/cm3 the degradation caused by inverting

the impurity profile is small, whereas mobility reductions

as high as 80 to one are observed for channels with doping

levels below 10
17 atoms/cm 3

.

Such phenomena can be explained by the fact that at a

high impurity level the surface-scattering dominates over

the hot-electron effect, which is the main reason for caus-

ing mobility reduction at a low impurity level.

There was no significant change in threshold voltages

when devices were operated in the inverted mode. This

finding supports our earlier analysis given to the longi-

tudinal impurity distribution. The pinch-off point at the

threshold level apparently moves from the source end of the

channel to the "drain" end of the channel as the device is

inverted.

For devices with epitaxial channels, there was only

slight degradation in the effective mobility when they were

inverted. The minor degradation in performance is believed

to be the result of an additional "source" series resist-

ance introduced by the high-resistivity substrate which now

serves as the source region of the device.

Another interesting feature of the above arrangement

is that the IT
ds

versus V
G

plots for the normal operation
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and for the inverted operation have different curvatures.

From Fig. 35 and Fig. 37 one can also notice that the slope

of a curve for the normal mode increases gradually with the

increase of the gate voltage when it is near the threshold

level, and then reaches a constant value when the gate

voltage is a few volts above the threshold level. On the

contrary, slopes of curves for inverted modes decrease

monotonically with the increase of the gate voltage in a

manner similar to that of a planar MOS-transistor.

As the curvature of the 11-
ds

versus V
G
plot is in

proportion to the effective mobility, the decrease of

curvatures at large gate voltage for planar devices and

devices with "inverted" channels can be explained by the

hot-electron effect which causes a reduction in effective

mobility.

The device with a built-in impurity gradient apparent-

ly suffers little from the hot-electron effect even if the

channel is pinched off and carries heavy current, provided

that the channel impurity concentration is a monotonically

decreasing function of position, from the source towards

the drain.

Fig. 39 and Fig. 40 show the output characteristics

of a single double-diffused MOS-transistor operated under

the normal mode and the inverted mode. Differences in the

transconductance, the output impedance and the drain satu-

ration-voltage between the two can be observed.
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The Effective Mobility for the Linear Range of Operation

The effective mobility measured when the device is

operated in the linear range has been used as a tool to

investigate the surface scattering of inverson-charges in

a uniform MOS-channel. Such an effective mobility is de-

fined by Equation 33 for small Vd. There is no special

significance with such a measurement for double-diffused

MOS-transistors as inversion-charges are not uniform even

at zero drain-potential. Several typical examples of the

"linear" effective-mobility curves for double-diffused

MOS-transistors are given in Fig. 41. These data were ob-

tained from the conductivity measurements of the channel

with the drain kept at nearly zero potential, and corre-

sponding mobilities were derived from Equation 34. Curves

for a planar device (#44) and another device with an epi-

taxial channel (#70) are also included.

Each curve shows a maximum effective mobility at a

gate voltage a few volts above the threshold level. The

general characteristics are in good agreement with find-

ings of Murphy et al. (33) and was analyzed by Das (10) in

detail. The initial rise of the effective mobility at

small gate voltage is believed to be the result of the

non-linear relationship between the inversion-charge densi-

ty and the effective gate voltage when the channel just

begins to invert, and the decrease of effective mobilities
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at large gate voltage is interpreted as the result of in-

creasing surface scattering with the increase of the gate-

voltage.

Steep peaks appear at curves representing diffused

channels, while mobility curves for uniform channels usu-

ally have flat tops, where the dependence of surface-

scattering on the gate potential is weak.

The "linear" effective mobility bears no relation to

the effective mobility of a channel in saturation. Since

MOS-transistors are commonly operated beyond this linear

range, we shall leave the subject without further dis-

cussion.

The Measurement of the Drain Saturation Voltage

It is established that the drain saturation character-

istics are related to the impurity profile of the MOS chan-

nel. Experimental data in Fig. 42 verify this theoretical

prediction.

Fig. 42 is a plot of the drain saturation voltage with

respect to the effective gate voltage. Several double-

diffused samples of different impurity profiles are in-

cluded along with a planar device, which is represented by

curve No. 44 and whose channel is located at the heavily

doped surface of the p-type diffused layer. Both the sub-

strate resisitivity and the doping level at the source end

of the channel are marked on each curve.
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Fig. 42. The variation of the drain saturation
voltage as a function of the gate bias.
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Samples with low resistivity substrates apparently

have lower drain saturation voltages than those from sam-

ples with high resistivity substrates. The influence of

the substrate doping on the drain saturation voltage comes

from the fact that the impurity concentration of the chan-

nel at the pinch-off point is roughly in the order of the

substrate doping level, and that the drain saturation volt-

age of the MOS-transistor is governed by the impurity con-

centration of the channel at the pinch-off point. In this

project, only five ohm-cm and ten ohm-cm substrates are

available for comparison.

As can be seen from Fig. 42, the drain saturation

voltage is affected more strongly by the impurity gradient

of the MOS channel than by the substrate doping. The im-

purity concentration of the channel at the source end is

indicated on each curve, and the impurity gradient of the

channel at the drain junction is expected to be roughly in

proportion, provided that the "base width" remains the

same.

The strong dependence of the drain saturation voltage

on the inpurity profile of the channel indicates that the

pinch-off point is located at some distance beyond the

transition region of the drain junction (Appendix IV), such

that the influence from the substrate doping is masked by

the impurity profile of the channel.

The relationship between the drain saturation voltage
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and the impurity concentration of a uniform MOS channel

was discussed by Reddi (41). Drain saturation voltages of

double-diffused channels appear to be much higher than

those for uniform channels with the same doping level at

their source ends. This fact can be shown again with the

help of operating the MOS-transistor in its inverted mode.

Fig. 43 shows the variation of Vds with respect to the

effective gate voltage for both the normal-mode operation

and the inverted-mode. Drastic difference can be noticed.

For the inverted-mode operation, the pinch-off point occurs

at the point where the channel is heavily doped. Data

taken from the inverted transistor corresponds to the satu-

ration voltages of a planar transistor whose channel doping

is equal to the impurity concentration at the source end

of the channel of a double-diffused MOS-transistor.

The MOST No. 46, in Fig. 43, employs a deep channel

diffusion and a high resistivity substrate such that the

impurity concentration at the pinch-off point is low.

The fact, that the double-diffused MOS-transistor is

capable of raising the drain saturation voltage over the

V
ds

normally expected from a planar device for a given gate

voltage, has significant importance. From Equation 39, one

can expect an increase in gms as a result of the increase

in Vds. Most important of all, if the mobility is assumed

to be constant, a higher Vds implies a higher carrier

velocity due to the increase in electric field, and a
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shorter channel transit time follows.

As a numerical example, let us examine the device in

Fig. 43. At an effective gate voltage of five volts, the

device shows a drain saturation voltage of ten volts. As

the sample MOST No. 46 registers a channel length of 1.8 I'm

and an effective mobility of around one hundred cm2/v-sec,

the electric field in the channel set up by the drain satu-

ration voltage will accelerate carriers to a velocity in

the order of 10
7 cm/sec, which is very close to the scat-

tering limiting velocity of electrons in silicon. This

very feature will put the new MOS-transistor into a favor-

able position to compare with bipolar transistors in the

competition of speed. As the current transport in a bi-

polar transistor is governed mainly by diffusion, carriers

in the bipolar transistor will never be able to reach the

scattering limiting velocity.

It is also interesting to note that curvatures of Vds

versus V' curves for double-diffused MOS-transistors are

different from those for planar MOSTs. The new MOS-tran-

sistor has a parabolic relationship between Vds and V,

whereas similar curves for planar MOS-transistors are

nearly linear in shape. The parabolic shape of the drain

saturation curve for the double-diffused transistor is not

expected from the theory. It is possible that it may have

been caused by the additional IR drop of a drain series

resistance, but the validity of such an assumption
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needs further study.

Experimental Data on Drain Saturation Resistance

Experimental data show that the drain saturation re-

sistance of the new device has weak dependence on the chan-

nel length of the device, and also that the saturation re-

sistance increases with the increasing of the channel dop-

ing in contrast to planar MOS-transistors as reported by

Reddi (41).

For devices having channel length between one to three

micrometers, the measured drain saturation resistance

ranges from 3.0 Megohms to 1.5 Megohms at a saturation cur-

rent of one milliampere. It increases only slightly at

lower drain currents (0.1 mA to 0.3 mA), but it drops al-

most to half the previous reading when the current is

tripled. Since a simple constant current source with fi-

nite dynamic resistance was used to bias the testing cir-

cuit, the shunting effect of the current source may affect

the measured drain saturation resistance at high drain cur-

rent level. There is still another factor which may influ-

ence the measurement: As a large drain junction forms the

parasitic diode at the drain output terminal, the reverse

characteristics of this drain diode, which is not included

in the model for the drain saturation resistance, also

lowers the measured drain saturation resistance.
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Fig. 44 gives the saturation resistance as a function

of the channel current. Diffusion parameters for each

sample are also listed. Fig. 45 and Fig. 46 illustrate

two extreme cases of the drain saturation characteristics.

Fig. 45 shows a transistor with low substrate doping and

high impurity gradient at the drain junction. A saturation

resistance of over three Megohms is registered for this

device at a drain current of one milliampere. Fig. 46

shows the output characteristics of a device with an epi-

taxial channel. The step junction at the drain electrode

has an impurity ratio, Na/Nd, of barely ten, and the meas-

ured saturation resistance is only five kilohms at the same

drain current level.

The influence of the impurity gradient on the satura-

tion resistance of the transistor can also be seen from a

comparison between Fig. 39 and Fig. 40, where the drain

saturation characteristics are measured from a single tran-

sistor for both the normal-mode operation and the inverted-

mode operation.

Devices with Offset Gates

Devices with offset gates were fabricated successfully

in this project. Since the depth of grooves was fixed by

the mask to a range from 3.5 µm to 4.2 depending upon

the quality of photoengraving process, the amount of the

gate offset was controlled through the channel diffusion.
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The MOST No. 49 has a drain junction depth of 3.9 pri

and the depth of grooves is 3.5 p,m. An offset of 0.4 p,m

thus results; while in MOST No. 51 the drain junction

reaches 5.8 p,m in depth, so that the amount of the offset

is estimated to be 1.2 pm to 1.5 p,m. Output characteris-

tics of these two transistors are shown in Fig. 47 and Fig.

48. The relationship between the amount of the offset and

output characteristics can be seen clearly: At low current

level, the surface inversion layer determines the channel

current, and the device behaves as a normal MOS-transistor;

at low drain potential and high channel current, the space-

charge-limited region governs the terminal current.

The amount of offset is not the only variable that

determines the space-charge-limited characteristics. The

impurity gradient at the drain junction also plays an im-

portant role.

The offset arrangement is designed to reduce the gate-

to-drain feedback capacitance of a MOS-transistor; however,

in this experiment, speed of devices with offset gates do

not differ very much from ones with overlapping gates. As

the amount of gate-to-drain overlap is generally small in

the new MOS-transistor (in the order of a micrometer or

less), the improvement achieved through eliminating such a

small overlapping capacitance can hardly be detected as

long as a large parasitic capacitance between the metal

gate-pad and the substrate remains.
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Switching speed and Cutoff Frequency

To demonstrate the high frequency capability of the

new MOS-transistor, switching speed of the transistor in

response to a fast step-function type gate signal was meas-

ured.

In order to reduce distortion introduced from the

measuring circuit, a 50-ohm transmission-line system was

employed at both the input and output terminals with proper

load and terminations.

The input step-function signal was provided by a Tek-

tronix S-50 pulse generator with 75 picoseconds rise time,

and the output of the MOS-transistor was taken across a

50-ohm load resistor with a Tektronix S-4 sampling unit.

The testing device was mounted on a TO-46 header

since a microwave package was not available. The gold con-

tact between the header and the back of the testing chip

made the entire case of the TO-46 package at the drain

potential of the testing device, which introduced consid-

erable amount of parasitic capacitance to the output termi-

nal. The TO-46 package was soldered directly to an etched

board which supported the biasing network, the input and

the output transmission line system and also formed a

part of the transmission-line system by itself.

However, with all the precaution, the testing setup

still brought in finite delay in the signal, which was
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comparable to the switching speed of the testing device.

Fig. 49a and 49b are two of such switching waveforms re-

corded. These data were taken from two testing devices

from sample lot MOST 70 which is an epitaxial-channel de-

sign. The sample registered an effective mobility of 200

cm
2/v-sec. and a channel length of 1.1 4m. The test tran-

sistor has a W/L ratio of 875, and the channel epitaxial

doping is approximately 1.5x1016 atoms/cm3.

Due to the low channel doping and short channel

length, the sample lot MOST 70 yielded the fastest switch-

ing speed ever recorded on the new device. From Fig. 49

the switching speed (the rise time) can be estimated to be

300 to 500 picoseconds.

It is relatively difficult to give an exact switching

speed of the device as one can notice the large overshoot

of the output waveform. The overshoot is believed to be

caused by the feedthrough capacitance between the gate

electrode and the drain electrode, such as the capacitance

between the gate pad and the substrate (the drain region of

the transistor), and the gate lead and the TO-46 header

(which is at the drain potential).

S-parameters and cutoff frequency of above devices are

also measured. MOST 70 registered a cutoff frequency of

around one GHz, which is somewhat lower than the theoreti-

cal prediction (Appendix I).
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(b) MOST 70 #2: Vth= -5.85, Ron= 200 ohm

(1): Input waveform, 400 mV/cm
(2): Output waveform, 100 mV/cm (across 25 ohm)

Horizontal: 200 pico seconds/cm

Fig. 49. Switching waveforms of the new MOS-transistor.
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VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

Many salient features of the new MOS-transistor have

been outlined, and each of them has been given a detailed

analysis in Chapter II. The feasibility of making such a

device is also verified through the experimental work of

this project. Excellent MOS-transistors are fabricated

both in the double-diffused configuration and the epitax-

ial-channel configuration.

A minimum channel length of 0.6 pri has been attained.

Only n-channel devices were made. However, the same result

should be applicable to the p-channel devices as well.

Devices made with five ohm-cm and ten ohm-cm n-type

silicon wafers have threshold voltages ranging from 15

volts to minus seven volts depending upon the adjustment

of diffusion parameters. Such adjustments are very sensi-

tive,but devices from a single test-run have identical

characteristics.

A maximum operating voltage of 100 volts was attained

for devices constructed with five ohm-cm n-type wafer and

a channel length of 1.5 p.m. Such a voltage limit approach-

es the breakdown voltage of a planar junction made with the

same starting material.

At a moderate gate bias and channel current, the

measured drain saturation resistance ranges up to a few

Megohms which is very high for devices with channel length
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in the order of a micrometer.

With all these features and flexibilities in tailoring

a device to fit a particular need, the new approach to the

MOS-transistor is surely a break-through in field-effect

devices.

Comments on Experimental Data

The maximum effective mobility for the n-channel de-

vices is found to be less than 200 cm2/v-sec for pinched-

off operations, and it is almost constant and independent

of the gate bias within the range investigated.

On a first look, the effective mobility is much too

low for electrons. However, if it is understood that the

surface-scattering increases with the increase of impurity

concentration, the low effective mobility found on devices

with channel impurity concentration in excess of 10 17

atoms/cm3 is tolerable. As a matter of fact, the effective

mobilities measured are much higher than what may be ex-

pected if a totally diffused scattering were assumed.

Fig. 36 points out this fact.

It is possible to improve the effective mobility by

reducing the impurity concentration of the channel region.

Although such attempts are restricted by the requirement

on the threshold voltage for n-channel devices, yet there

is a lot one can do .to improve p-channel devices which are

not covered in this project.
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If one examines model equations carefully, one can see

that it is not absolutely necessary for a MOS-transistor to

have high mobility in order to achieve high frequency capa-

bility. Once the channel length is fixed, it is the prod-

uct of the mobility and the electric field in the channel

that determins the cutoff frequency of a device.

Thus, even with a moderate mobility, carriers in the

new transistor can easily reach the scattering-velocity

limit simply by using high resistivity material for the

drain so as to raise the drain saturation voltage. To ask

for higher effective mobility under such a circumstance is

not realistic.

It is also important to note that once carriers ap-

proach their limiting velocity,it is necessary to revise

the transport equation such that model equations derived

on the basis of a constant mobility must be discarded.

Under such a circumstance, the number of carriers in the

channel is the only variable which is affected by the gate

signal and determines the channel current.

Experimental data on threshold voltages, drain satu-

ration voltages and drain saturation resistances are not

in close match with their theoretical predictions. The

discrepancies attribute to a poor estimation of the channel

impurity profile, which may arise from anomalous solid-

state diffusion such as the "emitter push" and the redis-

tribution of impurity atoms during oxidation process.
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Poor resolution on the measurement of junction depth is

another source of error, where optical measurements of

junction depth by angle lapping and junction staining can

be + 0.3 pm off the true value of a sample. Based on the

above knowledge, a qualitative agreement between the ex-

periment and the theory is sufficient to support the model

established.

Suggestions on Further Research

General features of the new MOS-transistor have been

covered in this work, and a basic fabricating process has

also been established. However, since the new transistor

offers many degrees of freedom in designing it, each device

parameter deserves a separate investigation which is beyond

the capacity of this project.

The fabricating process established in this project

includes several new features which are new to the planar

technology. Although they have been proved to be success-

ful, there is room for improvements. Some immediate work,

which certainly will promote the performance of the new

device, is suggested below:

(1) Research on the selective etching of silicon:

Two problems are encountered here which need further study.

The first one is an urgent need for a study on the surface

structure formed through the anisotropic etching. Since

the MOS-transistor is a surface-effect device, the
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perfection of the etched surface is totally important.

X-rays can be used to develop a reliable process which will

yield an ideal surface free from any crystal defects. The

second one involves a study of the ionic contamination by

the anisotropic etchant. Radioactive tracer or neutron

activated potassium ions can be a powerful tool in devel-

oping a reliable method to remove the possible contamina-

tion from the newly etched surface.

(2) P-channel device: P-channel devices are not

studied in this work. Although they are expected to fol-

low the same basic model, P-channel devices are in a bet-

ter position to study the dependence of device parameters

on channel impurity profiles. Until a reliable method can

be developed to give the exact impurity profile of a

double-diffused structure, epitaxial channels are always

good tools for the above purpose.

(3) Numerical studies: If the impurity profile of a

channel is known exactly, a numerical study will be able

to map out the distribution of inversion charges in the

channel for various gate potentials. A study of the cur-

rent transport in the channel under a drain bias, however,

is not so simple as it involves the variation of the effec-

tive mobility both in x- and in y-directions due to the

surface and the bulk effects.
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Possible Application in the Microwave Field

Although experimental devices made in this project

were not optimized, the measured cutoff frequency was a

little over one Gigahertz. By reducing the diffusion tol-

erance and using thick "field oxide," the parasitic capaci-

tance of the device can be reduced greatly, and it is very

likely that one can raise the cutoff frequency by an order

of magnitude. There are several basic features which sup-

port the projection on using the new MOS-transistor in

microwave applications. These are: (1) The parallel-line

structure of the new MOS-transistor coincides with the

strip-line geometry of microwave circuits. (2) Carrier

transport in the new transistor is limited by the thermal

velocity of carriers, which means that the limiting trans-

it-time of a device can be as low as 10 -11 second assuming

a channel length of one micrometer.

It is certain that special care will be needed to

achieve such a final goal; however, nothing more than the

well-established planar technology seems to be necessary.

The Potential Application in Linear ICs

Among all linear circuits, situations often arise such

that D.C. isolation is required between the input signal

and the load at the output, while at the same time main-

taining a flat frequency response from D.C. up to a few
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kilohertz or higher. Operational amplifiers are the most

common example.

Using the MOS-transistor to assume such duties comes

natural since pentodes were usually found at such posts in

the generation of vacuum tubes. However, solid state cir-

cuits found difficulties in relying on planar MOS-transis-

tors for such applications in integrated circuits where

space is the most valuable item. The planar MOS-transistor,

with the lease effective utilization of useful material

area among all solid state devices, is not attractive for

these compact circuits. The new MOS-transistor can change

the view completely.

The new transistor, with more than ten-to-one reduc-

tion in gate capacitance over the planar type, offers the

same order of improvement in packing density where large

transconductance is needed. With the packing density im-

proved and the compatibility in diffusion process between

the bipolar transistor and the new MOS- transistor, the

marriage between the MOS and the bipolar transistors can

be realized easily and such combined MOS-bipolar system

shall offer performance which the bipolar transistor alone

will never be able to achieve.
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APPENDIX I

The Advantage of the New MOS-Transistor

Based on Geometrical Considerations

Advantages of the new transistor, such as a higher

cutoff frequency and a higher packing density as compared

with the planar MOS-transistor, can be demonstrated easily

by a few numerical examples.

Without going into the detail of the theory, the

transconductance of a MOS-transistor can be taken as in

direct proportion to the W/L ratio of the channel for a

given gate-oxide thickness and a fixed gate voltage, and

the power rating of the MOS-transistor is in proportion to

the channel width.

Fig. 50 shows three typical MOS-transistors. Fig. 50a

shows a planar MOS-transistor with an optimized design.

The transistor has a channel length of five micrometers and

W/L ratio of 100. The channel width of the transistor is

roughly 474 Fig. 50b and 50c show a small double-

diffused MOS-transistor having the same W/L ratio as the

transistor in Fig. 50a, but the channel length of this tran-

sistor is 1.23 4m instead of five micrometers. A large

double-diffused MOS-transistor is shown in Fig. 50d, where

the transistor occupies almost the same surface area of a

silicon wafer as the planar MOS-transistor in Fig. 50a, but

the W/L ratio is roughly 400.
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A comparison of geometrical parameters between the

planar MOS-transistor and the double-diffused MOS-transis-

tors is given in tables on following pages.

From these two tables one can see that even under a

condition which is unfavorable to the double-diffused MOS-

transistor, the double-diffused structure always offers the

minimum gate capacitance, parasitic capacitances, and the

area of the drain junction as compared with the planar MOS-

transistor in either case.

If the transconductance of a transistor is kept con-

stant, the double-diffused structure offers a reduction in

chip size by more than a factor of two; on the other hand,

a four-fold increase in the transconductance can be ex-

pected if the double-diffused transistor uses the same chip

size as a planar MOST.

The comparison in two tables is based on assumptions

that the channel length of the double-diffused MOST is

1.23 p.m, the source diffusion has a junction depth of

1.5 wrt, and the silicon etching overshoots the drain junc-

tion by one micrometer such that the gate overlaps the

drain electrode by 1.23 These assumed values are by

no means the limits of fabricating technologies, and im-

provements can be readily made with no particular diffi-

culty. The optimized design of the planar MOST, however,

may present a challenge in fabricating it.



A Comparison of Physical Dimensions Between a Planar MOST
and a Small Double-diffused MOST with the Same W/L Ratio.

Parameters

1. Channel Length pm

2. W/L Ratio

3. Gate Oxide Thickness Pm

4. Field Oxide Thickness pm

5. Channel doping (atoms/cm3)

6. Diffusion Tolerance pm

7. Chip Size pm2

8. Active Channel Area pm
2

9. Gate overlap Source (T010.15) pm
2

10. Gate overlap Source (Tm-c-0.60) pm2

11. Gate overlap Drain (Tme=0.15) pm2

12. Gate Physical Area Pia
2

13. Area of the Drain Junction pm2

14. Area of the Input Cap. pm2

(Tmc 0.15 equivalent)

Planar MOST
(Fig. a)

New MOST
(Fig. b)

Ratio

5.0 1.23 4.07

100 100 1.0

0.15 0.15 1.0

0.60 0.60 1.0

10
17 1017 1.0

3.0 5.0 0.6

14855 6450 2.3

2780 155.0 17.6

1340 238.5 5.7

0 342.0 0

2130 238.5 13.5

6900 651 10.7

3160 3610 0.7

4050 477 8.5

Note: Length in micrometers and area in Micrometers square.



A Comparison of Physical Dimensions Between a Planar MOST
and a Double-diffused MOST Occupying the Same Chip Size.

Parameters Planar MOST
(Fig. a)

New MOST
(Fig. d) Ratio

1. Channel Length

2. W/L Ratio

3. Gate Oxide Thickness

4. Field Oxide Thickness

5. Channel Doping

6. Diffusion Tolerance

7. Chip Size

8. Active Channel Area

pm

pm

(atoms/cm3)

pm

Pm
2

Pm
2

9. Gate overlap Source (Tox=0.15)
pm

2

10. Gate overlap Source (Tox=0.60) pm2

11. Gate overlap Drain (Tox=0.15)
pm2

2
12. Gate Plate Area

13. Area of the Drain Junction

14. Area of the Input Cap.
(Tox 0.15 equivalent)

Pm
2

Pm

Pm
2

5.0 1.23 4.07

100 390 3.9

0.15 0.15 1.0

0.60 0.60 1.0
1017 1017 1.0

3.0 5.0 0.6

14830.0 13800.0 1.07

2780.0 587.0 4.69

1340.0 884.0 1.52

0 1437.0 0

2130 587.0 3.62

6900.0 2920.0 2.37

3160.0 5075.0 0.62

4050.0 1830.0 2.21

Note: Length in micrometers and area in micrometers square.
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To estimate the maximum operating speed of the MOS-

transistors, the cutoff frequency, or the channel transit

time, can be calculated for an actual device by including

all parasitic capacitances associated with the gate elec-

trode using either the equation for cutoff frequency de-

veloped for the linear range of operation:

f
o

(gm/2 C ) g
+Cpara )/Cg11

n
V
d
/L2) [(C

g
+Cpara

)/C
g
] -1

or the expression for the transit time of a pinched-off

channel:

tch.s (4L
2
/35nVds) [Cg/(Cg+Cpara ) ]-1

If an effective mobility of 100 cm2 /v -sec. is assumed

for electrons in the n-type channel, and the drain voltage

is taken to be two volts, the calculated cutoff frequency

for each MOS-transistor is as follows:

Transistor Planar MOST Double diff. Double diff.
(W/L=100) (4/L=100) (W/L=390)

Cutoff Freq. f
o

(Hz.)

5.4x108 3.7x10
9 4.2x10

9

Apparently double-diffused MOS-transistors are much

faster than planar ones. Actually, the new transistor can

be made even faster by reducing the channel length to

0.5 pm, and the channel doping such that the effective

mobility will be several times higher than the assumed
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value of 100 cm
2
/v-sec,

;
and that the drain saturation volt-

age is also higher than two volts assumed. From this, one

can reason that the cutoff frequency calculated above is

the upper limit for the planar MOS-transistor, while it is

the lower limit for the double-diffused MOS-transistors.

It is certain that one can raise the operating range of the

new MOS-transistor well up to 20 GHz or 30 GHz once the

design of such a transistor is optimized.
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APPENDIX II

Channel Length Modulation of the Double-Diffused MOST

For a double-diffused MOS-transistor, if the channel

diffusion is not very deep and the surface impurity concen-

tration is several orders of magnitude above the drain

(the bulk of the starting material), the impurity profile

can be approximated by the schematic representation in Fig.

51. If the drain is biased beyond the saturation voltage,

Vds, such that a reverse bias of V
d
-V

ds
appears across the

drain junction,the depletion region extends up to xl and x2

into the drain and the channel respectively. The corre-

sponding space-charge distribution and electric field dis-

tribution are depicted in the schematic below:

channel I drain

o

1

1

E

-x2 0

Position from The drain junction

Fig. 51. Charge and field distributions of
the drain junction.
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Space charge distributions under the depletion approxima-

tion are given by:

N
a
(x) = -ax and N+ (x) = N

d

From Poisson's equation, the field distributions are given

by:

El = -faxdx
2

r

I 2

2..x2]
-x

2
< x< o

-x
2

fN+d
2

dx =
2 d

x o < x < xl

0
2 2 ;

From the charge neutrality of the bulk beyond the depletion

region, we have the condition:

2
N
d x 1

= ax
2
/2

Integrating the electric field across the depletion region

yields the relation between the amount of channel shorten-

ing, x2, and the potential across the drain junction,

V
d
-Vds :

xi
3 r 1V = V

d
-Vds = fe

1
dx +fE2dx = ax2

t 7 8N

ax
2

d-x2

For a practical device, the above expression can be

simplified since the channel at the point of pinch-off may

have much higher impurity concentration than the drain im-

purity level such that:

ax
2
>> Nd

With this simplification, the channel-length-modulation is

given by:
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a2 x4
2

V = V -V -
d ds 8N

d

The drain saturation resistance can be easily derived

as follows:

L
AL-,-=x

2Id I
Vd> V

ds
= Ids L-AL '

dId

Vds
1 -1

'Yds dVd d

where I
ds

is the drain saturation current without channel

modulation. By substituting the explicit expression of Ids

given by the first-order model, the following simple result

is obtained:

ids
2146inCo(VG -Vth)

2

Nd

8Nd

[L---7-(Vd-Vds)41- ]

2
a
2
(Vd -Vds)

3/4

a

The influences of the channel impurity gradient, a,

the impurity concentration of the drain, Nd, and the effec-

tive gate voltage, VG -Vth' can easily be visualized. There

is certain relationship between the impurity concentration

of the channel at the point of pinch-off and the drain

saturation resistance through the parameter Vds, which is

the main feature for a planar device with uniform channel.

The influence of Vds on the ids is relatively unimportant

here as two prevailing factors, a
2

and N
d'

appear in the

equation. Besides, Vds varies only slightly with the drain
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potential which changes the position of the pinch-off

point of the nonuniform channel.
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APPENDIX III

Drain Saturation Resistance of the Epitaxial-Channel

MOS-Transistor

The drain junction of the epitaxial-channel MOS-tran-

sistor can be approximated by a step junction. The drain

depletion width is the sum of x and x
n

. The channel under

saturation can be approximated by the following schematic:

Vds

( )

Na
1,4

\id

XP1 X1(N)
L

where L the physical channel length
Na the channel impurity concentration
Nd the drain impurity concentration

Vds the channel potential at pinched-off point
xp the depletion region extending into the

channel
xn the depletion region extending into the

drain region

From charge neutrality we have:

xpNa = xnNd

From Poisson's equation, we have:

Amax. = qN
a
x
p
/e

s
and

V = Vd
-Vds = e

max.
(x
p
-x

n
)/2

Combining above equations, we have



The first-order MOST model gives:

Ids Fin L' (VG -Vth)2

V
ds

-=:' (V
G
-V

th
)

and
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where the electrical channel length L'=L-x

The output impedance is defined by:

f 1 -1 i aLN ,/-1Zout(real part) -L
aids

j

d
(aaLds

'

)' aVd rds

We have, for our device:

aids - 2W I, 12

MT ktn L,2 G-"w th'

al,.
axp 1

E
s

N
d
/N

a 1 -11' 6

717d av
d

i q N
d
+N

a
V
d
-Vds 1

(L-xp
)

2 N +N I-

'Yds )2 EE Nd/Na (Vd-Vdsd
-i,112W(VG s d a

and

combine to give

If N
a

>> N
d

and also L >> x
P

the above expression can

be simplified to:

lids

Note, both Vth and Vds are also functions of Na; however,

their contribution to the output impedance (the drain satu-

ration resistance) through the variation of Na is small as

compared with the rest and can be neglected.

(L
2-2Lx )

P

2
N

1-

2
F,112W(VG-Vth)

1 e Na(Vd-Vds) J
s d

P
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APPENDIX IV

Sample Evaluations of Channel Impurity Profile

An example is given here to illustrate the standard

procedure used in evaluation of experimental devices. The

sample lot chosen, MOST No. 48, is a typical one with deep

diffusion layers such that impurity gradients involved are

mild.

(1) Summary of the fabrication process:

Starting material: 5
Channel diffusion:

Source material

ohm-cm, n-type silicon, <100>

: BN
Deposition : 20 min. at 950°C
Diffusion : 3.5 hrs. at 1100°C
Junction depth : 3.9 p,m
Sheet resistance: 145 ohm/sq. (avg.)

Source diffusion:
Source material : P3N5 (Powder)
Deposition : 30 min. at 950°C
Diffusion : 75 min. at 1000°C
Junction depth : 1.8 wrt

Sheet resistance: 6.5 ohm/sq. (avg.)
Silicon etching:

Condition : 11 min. at 76°C
Etching depth : 4.2 µm (on saturation)

Gate oxidation:
Oxidation : 4.0 min. wet oxygen, 1100°C
Annealing : 10 min. in nitrogen, 1100°C

(2) Channel impurity profile:

Channel region:
Assumed distribution: p-type, Gaussian

C
b

(substrate) : 9x10
14 (5 ohm-cm, n-type)

C
s

(diffused) : 2.7x10
18

(calculated)

Distribution function:

C (x)=2.7x10 18exp(-x
2
/1.81)

Note: x is in micrometers
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Source region:
Assumed distribution: n-type, Gaussian

C' (background): 10
18

(estimated)

C' (diffused) : 2.7x10 20 (calculated)

Distribution function:

Cn(x)=2.7x10
20exp(-x

2/0.539)

(3) Estimated device parameters:

Gate oxide thickness:
0

2000 A (double diffused MOSTs)
0

1700 A (planar MOSTs)
Channel length : 2.58 µm (B.W. 2.1 ilm)
W/L ratio : 590 (Q1)

510 (Q3)

374 (Q4)

74 (Q6)

132 (Q2, planar MOST)

Nominal impurity concentration at the source end
of the MOS channel :

C = 6.68x10
17

sou
Bulk mobility : 310 cm2/v-sec

(electrons, C =6.68x10 17
)

Threshold voltage : 11 volts (estimated)

(1) Published data for "Resistivity of Bulk Silicon
and Diffused Layers in Silicon" by J. C. Irvin,
BSTJ 41, 387 (1962) are used to estimate surface
impurity concentration of diffused layers.

(2) Both the channel diffusion and the source diffu-
sion are assumed to have a Gaussian distribution,
and the "emitter pushing" effect and the redis-
tribution of surface impurity atoms during oxi-
dation are not accounted for.

(3) Junction depth is determined through the inter-
ference method. The resolution of the measurement
using sodium light is roughly ± 0.3 4m.

(4) The impurity concentration is given in atoms/cm
3

.
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APPENDIX V

Important Design Parameters of Revised MOS-Transistor Masks.

Transistor Number
3 4 451 Q2 Q Q

Q6

Transistor Type New MOST Planar New MOST New MOST Bipolar New MOST
No. of V-grooves 10 - 1 2 - 2

Spacing between
grooves 1/4 1/4 1/4 - 1/4

Length per groove 3.50 - 26.75 10.50 - 2.00
Effective Length 3.00 - 25.75 9.50 - 2.00

Width of V-grooves 3/16 - 3/16 3/16 - 3/16

Gate Area 3.0 x _ 0.68 x 1.125 x - 1.125 x
4.75 25.75 9.50 2.00

Gate overlapping 1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4

Source Area 26.6 14.0 71.8 41.7 13.5 5.0

Channel Area(p-diff.) 47.4 58.6 146 83.3 47.3 15.6

Drain Area(Substrate) 91.0 14.9 - 198.8 - 9.1

Emitter-edge to Base-
edge Spacing 0.75 0.75 0.625 0.625 0.625

Base-edge to Collector
contact Spacing 1.00 1.25 1.25 1.125 1.125

Total Channel Width 60.0 28.5 51.5 19 8.0

Note: All lengths are in the unit of mils (24.5 ilm).
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Appendix V (continued)

Diffused resistors:

(1) Base resistor: ten squares; 1.0x1.0 mil
2 each

(2) Emitter resistor: 100 squares;
0.625x0.625 mil each

Base-emitter diode:

(1) Emitter diffused area: 271(2.0)2 mil2
(2) Emitter contact : R' 1.50 mil
(3) Base contact opening : R" - 3.00 mil
(4) Emitter-edge to base contact spacing: 1.0 mil

Thick-oxide capacitor:

(1) Metal plate area: 271(3.125/2)2 mi12

Thin-oxide capacitor:

(1) Metal plate area: 6.25x2.50 mi12

Note:

(1) All dimensions in mils

(2) Areas in mil2

(3) One mil is equal to 25.4 p,m
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APPENDIX VI

Summary of Results

Important processing data and device parameters of ex-

perimental transistors are summarized in following tables

to give a cross reference to the data section of this re-

port. Since the diffusion process is the governing element

of each device parameter, it is given in detail. Informa-

tion on silicon etching and gate oxidation is also pro-

vided, along with an evaluation of processing results.

Tables are organized in the following manner:

(1) Test run No. -- Each individual run consists of dif-
ferent fabricating conditions.

(2) Substrate -- The starting material consists of n-
type silicon in <100> crystal orien-
tation. The resistivity of the sub-
strate is given in ohm-cm.

(3) Channel diffusion -- The channel boron diffusion con-
sists of two steps: the deposition and
the drive-in diffusion. The table
gives:

(a) Deposition:

Source material - The type of dopant used for
the deposition.

Temperature - Deposition temperature is set
at 950°C unless otherwise specified.

Time - The deposition time is given in minutes;
the ambient gas used in the deposition
cycle is also given.

Sheet resistance - The surface sheet resist-
ance of the diffused layer is measured
at the end of the deposition cycle and
is given in ohm/sq.
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(b) Diffusion:

Time - The diffusion time is given in minutes
and is performed at 1100°C.

Ambient - (wo) indicates that the diffusion is
done in wet oxygen. Where two diffu-
sion times are given, the first time
stands for wet oxygen abt. and the sec-
ond for nitrogen abt. In some cases,
the ambient gases of the diffusion
cycle consist of wet oxygen - air -
nitrogen.

Sheet resistance - Surface sheet resistance of
the diffused layer is measured at the
end of the diffusion cycles and is
given in ohm/sq.

Junction depth - The junction depth of the
diffused layer is also measured at the
end of the diffusion cycle and is given
in micrometers.

(4) Source diffusion -- The heavy phosphorus diffusion
forms the source region of the new MOS-
transistor and ohmic contact region of
the drain electrode. A two-step diffu-
sion is also employed.

(a) Deposition:

Source material - The type of material used as
dopant is given. For the emulsion-type
dopant, the (*) indicates that the
dopant film is coated on a host wafer
instead of directly on the wafer to be
doped.

Time - Deposition time is given in minutes;
the ambient gas is also indicated.

Temperature - The deposition temperature is
set at 950°C unless otherwise specified.

Sheet resistance - The surface sheet resist-
ance of the diffused layer is measured
at the end of deposition cycle and is
given in ohm/sq.

(b) Diffusion:

Time - Diffusion time is given in minutes.
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In some cases, the wet oxygen abt. is
to be followed by a nitrogen abt.

Sheet resistance and junction depth - These
two parameters are measured at the end
of diffusion cycle and are given in

ohm/sq and micrometers respectively.

(5) Channel etching -- The etching time and resulting
groove depth are given in minutes and
micrometers respectively. The etching
temperature varies from 70°C to 85°C.

(6) Gate oxidation -- The gate oxidation consists of three
steps: oxidation (wet,1100°C), sodium
ion guttering (in phosphorus furnace
at 950°C), and annealing (in nitrogen
at 1100°C). Time for each step is
given in minutes.

(7) Evaluation of results -- Results of the diffusion proc-
ess are evaluated once again at the end
of the fabrication. The following
parameters are given as a final record.

&X. Depth of the drain junction is given
in micrometers.

EX. - Depth of the source junction is given
in micrometers.

B.W. - Base width of the bipolar transistor is
also given in micrometers. The channel
length of the MOS-transistor is equal
to 1.23 times the B.W.

Rb,R
e
- Surface sheet resistances of drain lay-
er and source layer are measured
through two diffused resistors. Rb is
ten squares and Re is 100 squares.

Csou - The nominal impurity concentration at
sou the beginning of the MOS-channel is

estimated using above data and an as-
sumed Gaussisan profile. It is given
in atoms/cm'.

4eff Effective surface mobility of the MOS-
transistor operated at the pinched-off
mode is given in cm2/v-sec.



Table 1. Summary on Processing Results

Test
run

No.

Sub-
strate

ohm-cm

Channel Diffusion Summary

Deposition Diffusion
source time

Ps
time

Ps
junction depth

5 5 2:1 film 30 (N2) 75 15 245

6 5 2:1 film 15 (N
2

) 45 (wo) 85-95

7 5 2:1 film 15 (N2) 77-85 40-10 320 1.5

8 5 2:1 film 45 (N2) 70 60(wo) 320 2.1

9 5 2:1 film 15 (N2) 75-78 60 (wo) 310 1.2-1.5

10 5 2:1 film 30 (N
2

) 68-77 50(wo) 320 1.6

11 5 2:1 film 15 air 72-90 30 (wo) 2.1

12 5 2:1 film 20 (N2) 72-77 90(wo) 2.7-3.0

13 5 1:1 film 15 (N2) 75 100(wo) 3.0

14 5 1:1 film 15 (N
2

) 70 90(wo) 300 2.4

15 5 1:1 film 15 (N2) 70-80 75(wo) 290-230 1.8-2.1

16 5 1:1 film 15 (N2) 58-67 60(wo) 240 2.4-2.5

17 5 1:1 film 15 air 100 60 (wo) 350 2.1

18 5 B
2
0
3

20 (N2) 70 90(wo) 290 2.1

20 5 BN 30 (N
2

) 95 60 (wo) 550 2.4

22 5 BN 30 (g
2

) 73-120 60-30 430-680

23 5 BN 20 (N2) 75-120 105 (wo) 2.1

24 not processed



Table 2. Summary on Processing Results

Test
run

No.

Channel Diffusion Summary

Deposition Diffusion
source time

Ps
time

Ps
junction depth

5 1:1 film* 15 (N2) 5(wo)

6 1:1 film* 15 (N2) 15(wo)

7 1:1 film* 15 (N2) 85 5(wo)

8 1:1 film* 30 (N2) 25(wo) 250

9 1:1 film 15 (N2) 170 20(wo) 170-240 0.5-0.6

10 1:1 film* 20 (N2) 85-133 10(wo) 0.3

11 1:1 film* 25 (N2) ..... 5(wo) 0.7

12 1:1 film* 30 (N2) 15(wo) 140-170 0.3

13 1:1 film 15 air 17 20(wo) 0.3

14 1:1 film 15 air 22-24 20(wo)
____

0.9

15 1:1 film 15 (N2) 24-30 12(wo)

16 1:1 film 15 (N2) 17-32 15(wo)

17 1:1 film 15 (N2) 140 15(wo) 0.15

18 P
3
N
5

30 (N2) 15(wo) 13-14 1.15

19 u 30 (N2) 17 15(wo) 12

20 ,. 20 (N2) 31 20(wo) 22-26 0.75

22 30 (N2) 20(wo)

23 n 30 (N2) 20(wo)

24 not processed



Table 3. Summary on Processing Results

Test
run
No.

Channel etch Gate oxidation Evaluation of Results

time depth W.O. dry N2 BX.EX.
7

B.W. R
b e

R
sou.

5 4 3.6 5 5 2.4 0.4 1.9 220 30 4x1018

6 4 3.3 10 10 2.4 1.5 0.9 260 18 3x10 17
24

7 5 4.2 5 15 2.5 1.0 1.5 255 18 1x10 18 14

8 8 __ 5 10 2.6 1.8 0.8 230 7 3x10
18

13

9 7 5 5 2.5 0.7 1.8 270 38 3x10
17

10 4 3.3 5 5 2.7 1.2 1.5 255 14 1x10
18 20

11 4 3.6 3.5 5 2.1 0.6 1.5 215 30 4x10
18

12 5 3.9 3.5 11.5 2.8 0.7 2.1 245 20 2x1018 35

13 4 4.2 3.5 16.5 3.3 1.5 1.8 265 7 8x1017

14 4 4.5 3.5 16.5 3.0 1.5 1.5 260 10 6x10
17

18

15 4 3.0 3.5 15.5 2.3 1.3 1.0 290 11 6x10
17 44

16 7 5.3 3.5 16.5 3.0 1.4 1.5 155 9 1x10
18 41

17 6 3.8 4 5 2.4 0.6 1.8 300 22 2x10
17 35

18 3.5 2.3 4 5 2.1 1.2 0.8 270 7 2x10
17

19 4 3.4 4 5 2.7 0.9 1.7 230 15 2x1018

20 4 2.7 5 5 2.4 1.6 0.8 360 8 2x1017

22 6 3.6 4 5 2.4 1.8 0.7 550 8 2x10 16

23 7 4.8 5 3.0 0.9 2.1 350 8 7x10
16

24 not processed



Table 4. Summary on Processing Results

Test Sub-
run strate

No. ohm-cm

Channel Diffusion Summary

Deposition Diffusion
source time Ps time

Ps junction depth

25 5 BN 46 (mix) 80-90 40-20 300-350 1.8-2.4
26 5 BN 45 (N2) 64-70 40-20 265-300 1.8

27 5 BN 60 (mix) 50-60 30-30 200-280 1.5

28 5 BN 90 (mix) 39-42 30 (wo) 165-173 1.8

29 5 BN 20 (mix) 100 30-20-10 160 2.5-2.6

30 5 BN 15 (mix) - 60 (wo) 280-350 1.95

31 5 BN 20 (mix) 55-58 20-10 255-260 1.8-1.9
32 5 BN 20 (mix) - 60-15-15 -

33 5 BN 90 (mix) 29 30-30 110-120 2.25

34 5 BN 60 (mix) 33-35 30-30 140 2.0-2.1

35 5 BN 60 (mix) 49-50 30-30-30 114 2.6

37 5 BN 20 (mix) 62 60-10 210 2.4

38 5 BN 20 (mix) 50-53 30-30 240 2.4

39 5 BN (new) 30 (mix) 48-52 30-30 175-210 1.95

40 5 BN 20 (mix) 59-60 20-20 227

41 5 BN 45 (mix) 39-45 30-90 170 2.2

42 5 BN 30 (mix) 46-47 30-30 115 2.2



Table 5. Summary on Processing Results

Test
run Deposition

Source Diffusion Summary

No. source time
Ps

Diffusion
time

Ps
junction depth

25 P
3
N
5

30 (N
2

) 19 10(wo) 19-22 1.2-0.7

26 ii, 20 (N2) 28-35 10(wo) 23 0.6

27 11 15 (N
2

) 24 5(wo) 19-26 0.7

28 ii 15 (N2) 5(wo) - 0.4

29 11 15 (N2) 24 10(wo) - 0.6

30 .. 10 (N
2

) 5(wo) - 0.3

31 u 10 (N2) 26-27 3(wo) -

32 ii 10 (N
2

) 26-30 10(wo) - -

33 H 15 (N
2

) 22 5(wo) 18 -

34 11 15 (N
2

) 21-23 5(wo) 19-21 0.7

35 n 30 (N2) 19-20 10(wo) 19-20 0.9

37 ,. 10 (N2) 5(wo) - 0.4

38 ,. 10 (N
2

) 23 5(wo) - 0.6

39 II 10 (N
2

) 32 10(wo) 32 -

40 11 8 (N
2

) 32 5(wo) 23 -

41 15 (N
2

) 32 20(wo) 26 0.8-0.9

42 15 (N
2

) 28 10(wo) 27 0.5-0.6



Table 6. Summary on Processing Results

Test
run
No.

Channel etch Gate oxidation Evaluation of Results

time depth W.O. dry N2 BK. EX. B.W. Rb R
e sou.

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

3.9 2.4 5 5 2.8 2.5 0.3

4.5 3.3 5 5 2.1 1.6 0.6

3.5 2.4 5 5 1.8 1.2 0.6

4.5 3.0 5 5 2.2 1.2 0.9

5 2.6 5 5 2.4 0.7 1.7

4 2.7 4 5 2.7 1.5 1.2

E-gun Si02 resist oxide etching. - - -

Resist silicon etching due to boron deposition.

4 2.2 4 6 2.1 1.0 1.2

4 3.3 4 6 2.7 1.6 1.1

6 3.4 4 6 2.9 1.2 1.7

Wafer broken on boron boat. - - -

10 4.2 4 5 2.8 1.2 1.6

10 4.2 4 5 2.7 1.2 1.5

6 3 4 5 2.1 0.9 1.2

8 4 4 5 2.1 1.1 1.2

9 4.5 4 20 2.6 1.2 1.4

14 3.9 4 20 2.6 1.2 1.4

390

250

190

140

-

235

-

100

110

108

-

150

210

150

165

132

140

6

8

20

16

-

8

-

-

10

15

7

-

-

7

-

-

8

10

channel too short

3x10
18

9x1015 -

9x1016 15

- -

7x10
17 45

- -

- -

1x10
18

2x10
18

2x10
18

6

- -

lx10
18

8

6x10
17

77

2x10
18

17
17

3x10 20,26

8x10
17

32

2x10
18

18



Table 7. Summary on Processing Results

Test
run

No.

Sub-
strate

ohm-cm

Channel Diffusion Summary

Deposition Diffusion
source time Ps

time Ps
junction depth

43 5 BN 60 (mix) 38 30-80-10 175 3.3

44 5 BN 60 (mix) 38 30-90 2.7

45 10 BN 30 (mix) 44-47 20-165 190 3.2

46 10 BN 20 (mix) 53-55 20-180 170-205 3.3-3.6

47 5 BN 38 (mix) 46-51 20-165 180 2.7

48 5 BN 20 (mix) 50-55 20-180 170-190 3.6-3.9

49 5 BN 15 (mix) 65-73 20-300 250 4.4

50 5 2:1 film 30 (air) 38 30-250 63 6.3

51 10 BN 15 (mix) 40-47 20-300 137-173 4.8

52 10 2:1 film 30 (air) 30 30-240 75 5.1

54 5 BN 20 (mix) 57 30-210 200 3.6

55 10 BN 20 (mix) 57-58 30-210 185 3.6-3.8

56 10 BN 15 (mix) 57 20-210 190 3.5-3.6

57 10 BN 15 (mix) 54 30-190 190-210 3.4-3.6

58 10 BN 10 (mix) 30-16 Hr. 170-280 7.2

70 P/N Epi Epitaxial channel with diffused isolation. 0.99 Ocm 2.5



Table 8. Summary on Processing Results

Test
run

No.

Source Diffusion Summary

Deposition Diffusion
source time

Ps
time

Ps
Junction depth

43 1:1 film 15(1000°C) 22-28 30-30 21.5 1.2-1.5

44 1:1 film 15(1000°C) 22-27 30-60 21.5 1.2

45 P3N5 15 (N2) 35-65 15-60 25.5 0.8-0.9

46 n 30 (N2) 17 15-60 9.3 0.9

47 n 15 (N2) 33-45 25-60 15 0.75

48 H 30 (N2) 22 15-60 15 0.9

49 n 30 (N2) 14-21 15-45 13.5 1.2

50 1:1 film 30(1000°C) 30-19 25(wo) - 1.1-1.2

51 P
3
N
5

30 (N2) 15 15-45 8.7-9.2 1.35

52 1:1 film 30(1000°C) 22-19 25(wo) 17-27 1.2

54 P
3
N
5

30 (N2) 20 15-15 13.5 0.9

55 11 30 (N2) 16 15-15 13.5 0.8

56 n 30 (N2) 16 30-90 10 1.5

57 11 60 (N2) - 15(wo) - -

58 n 30 (N2) - 15(wo) - -

70 11 30 (N2) - 15 (wo) - 1.5



Table 9. Summary on Processing Results

Test
run
No.

Channel etch Gate oxidation Evaluation of Results

time depth W.O. dry N2 RK. .EX.
7

B.W. R
b e

R
sou.

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

70

8 4.5 4

7 3.9 4

9 5.2 4

11 4.2 4

14 3.9 4

11 4.2 4

12 3.8 4

18 4.5 4

16 4.5 4

18 5.1 4

poor silicon etching.

20 4.8 4

20 4.2 4

12 3.9 4

18 4.5 4

15 -1.2 from RK.
3

18 4.0 4

15

20

5

10

5

10

5

5

5

15

10

10

15

5

-

5

3.6

3.5

3.9

3.3

3.3

3.3

3.9

4.2

5.8

4.5

-

3.3

3.6

3.6

3.9

7.2

2.5

1.5

1.8

1.5

1.5

1.2

2.0

1.8

1.2

1.9

1.2

-

1.5

1.8

1.8

1.8

1.5

1.5

2.1

1.6

2.4

1.8

2.0

1.8

2.3

3.3

3.2

3.3

-

2.1

1.8

1.8

2.0

4.5

0.9

140

145

150

165

165

150

185

60

120

50

140

195

220

165

-

-

10

10

17

5

20

7

6

7

4

7

5

5

4

-

-

9x1017

5x1017

1x10
18

5x1017

2x1018

6x1017

3x1017

4x1018

1x10
18

5x10 18

9x10
17

4x10
17

3x10
17

5x10
17

162x10

15

32

18

110

36

64

116

19

14

-

31

53

57

57

-

200


